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Companies Rely On Journalism To Not Cover Tech. Here’s How To

“Security guru” Bruce Schneier on good data hygiene for journalists, how newsrooms can protect their staff from cyberattacks, and more

F or many, the world of data and cy-

berscurity can feel nebulous. But as abstract as blockchain, spyware, and Big Tech may seem, they have major implications for the everyday person’s privacy — and for journalism, on how reporters can incorporate tech into their work, how newsrooms can protect their staff from cyberattacks, and how the media can make complex data-driven stories digestible to audiences.

Bruce Schneier, dubbed the “security guru” by The Economist, broke this all down in a seminar with the Nieman Foundation in April. He is the author of 14 books, including The New York Times best-seller “Data and Goliath.” The Hidden Battles to Collect Your Data and Control Your World, a fellow at the Belfer Center at Harvard University, a fellow at the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University, a fellow at the Beller Center at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and a board member of the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

Edited excerpts:

On writing good data-driven journalism

I need you to know a little bit good in data science or know how to hire a data scientist when there’s data science-driven journalism. I’m thinking of the New York Times report from a couple of weeks ago, how they proved that it was the Russians that conducted the genocide [in Bucha, Ukraine]. They were able to pull satellite photos, do pattern matching, and determine the dates on which bodies appeared on the streets.

That’s data-driven journalism. That’s fantastic work. It probably wouldn’t have been possible 10 years ago.

My chief skill, I have found, has been (as a translator). My first book translates math to programmers. My current work translates tech policy to regular people. If you read my essays and op-eds, I’m constantly trying to write accessibly to the average intelligent person about tech topics — and make them understand why Google tracking matters, or why the safety of the Internet connection on your refrigerator matters.

One of the problems we have in tech is that techies write like techies. Someone needs to translate.

On spyware

This stuff [spyware] has been going on for decades. In the New York Times’ “New Democracies Spy on Their Citizens” is not the first mainstream article on an NSO Group. You can probably find New York Times articles going back three to four years.

What’s happening is it’s becoming more mainstream. That software spies on everyone, and it’s much harder to understand that you’re being spied on.

I wrote an op-ed that criticized Microsoft. And I had trouble publishing it with think tanks and policy organizations, because they were afraid of offending Microsoft.

This is a bigger problem. It’s the problem that we just don’t have the governance structures in place in tech companies, because they’re paying all the money, have all the expertise.

I wrote an op-ed that criticized Microsoft. And I had trouble publishing it with think tanks and policy organizations, because they were afraid of offending Microsoft. This is now happening, and the silence of NGOs. This seems bad. It’s very hard to speak truth to power when power is paying your bills.

On blockchain


Cypherpunk — which is built on blockchain — is speculative. It’s embarrassingly insecure. It’s an investment bubble. Blockchain has no actual value. These are not controversial views. Everybody in computer security says this.

Blockchain is very much a product of Silicon Valley libertarian crypto bros and is their way to stick it to the man. That’s pretty much all it is.

If you ask me if there’s any journalistic uses for the blockchain, the answer is no.

On how journalists can become more tech savvy

First, protect yourselves. The Committee to Protect Journalists is a good resource for tech to protect you and your sources. We have a famous early hacking attempt [of] China hacking The New York Times, trying to get the name of a source for an anti-corruption story.

We’re having a lot of journalists being targeted by governments for the work they do. I worry less about U.S. journalists, more about journalists inside those countries and the sources of U.S. journalists inside those countries. Educate yourself on the tech. The Electronic Frontier Foundation has a security self-defense guide. Look at the resources and use secure communications. Download Signal. Then think about using SecureDrop as a way for whistleblowers to give you information securely.

Think about your data hygiene. Think about where your data is stored.

Covering the news is a lot harder because I want you to have the skills to be an intelligent analyst of these stories. I think the solution is going to be putting technologies on your staff. The New York Times has data scientists on their staff. This is critical.

Knowing tech is a skill set. There’s a class-action lawsuit going on right now where Google is being accused of basically deceiving people about in-app purchases of digital goods, its private browsing mode. The merits of that case are all about the technical details of what Google can do compared to the statements it made in its privacy policy, in the press, and to its Chrome users of what they would do.

That’s a tech story. You can’t report it properly unless you can understand the technology. Otherwise, you’re going to be mindlessly repeating the positions of the plaintiff or the defendants. I don’t want you to do that. Companies rely on the fact that you can’t [parse the nuances of the technology]. Government does too.

On why Americans are less concerned about privacy

In the U.S., you’re more likely to mistrust governments and trust corporations. In Europe, people tend to mistrust corporations and trust government. Europe has far fewer controls on government surveillance than the U.S.

The E.U. has far more rules against corporate surveillance than the U.S. Why do we allow so much corporate privacy invasion in the U.S.? I think it’s largely because it’s not salient. We know it’s true, but when we pick up our phone, we don’t say, “I’m going to put the most sophisticated tracking device in my pocket.” We put our phone in our pocket.

When we use Google, we don’t really think about that Google knows what kind of porn everybody likes. We just use it. That lack of salience makes it normal.

Privacy is abstract. Abstract rights are things we tend not to notice until they’re gone.

Also, a lot of this tech is driven byobile devices. This is going to lead to a certain type of thinking that doesn’t translate when you start shifting power structures.

On how newsrooms should protect their journalists

Tech is becoming a more dangerous profession. That’s bad. I need quality journalism, so I want you to go back and say, “Hey, these threats are really needed to invest in journalist protection.”

Then also look at tech-driven journalism. New. That’s as old as the Internet. We’re almost unsecured through data science. Latanya Sweeney, [at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government], has a class called “Data Science to Change the World.” She’s the one who used data science to figure out that Uber was discriminating against black and Asian drivers.

We had an MIT student who’s tracking Russian oligarchs. He’s tracking their Facebook, it’s embarrassing. It’s interesting. He’s putting it on the web. We’re detecting Russian troop movements through the location data from online games. That’s a new world. That’s interesting. Let’s use that.
What About the Boys? The Sex Trafficking of Young Males

Jenifer McKim, NF ’08, and Phillip Martin, NF ’98, detail their groundbreaking series, ‘Unseen’

We have reported on the dangerous and troubling world of sex trafficking for nearly two decades, writing about the domestic sex trafficking of minors and the commercial sexual exploitation of foreign workers in this country’s nail salons and massage parlors — two angles that focused on female victims.

But neither of us before had focused deeply on the plight of boys and young men in the dark and dangerous world of sex trafficking. Until now.

The problem is that there’s little data to show what’s really happening. But a source who had followed our work reached out to ask, repeatedly: What about the boys?

We decided to look into it. We started with that source. Boston area social worker Steven Procopio, who has been more than a decade for a put more focus on the world of trafficked males. Procopio maintained that the reality of exploited boys is even more underground than that of girls because of toxic masculinity, shame, and a destructive skepticism that boys can be victims at all. During our first interview, Procopio brought with him Christopher Bates, a 26-year-old survivor who bravely told us his story of living on his own as a teen, selling his body to survive.

We continued our inquiry for more than a year, talking to advocates, government officials, and researchers. We brought in Jenifer’s investigative journalism clinic at Boston University to increase our reach. We talked to researchers who found that more than a third of young people involved in the U.S. sex trade were boys and young men. Most importantly, we talked to more than a dozen survivors who trusted us to tell their stories. They told us about selling their bodies to avoid homelessness and pay bills, their bodies seemingly their only currency in a world that abandoned them. We focused on how Black, brown, and LGBTQ youth are disproportionately affected. In the end we published a six-part series titled, “Unseen: The Boy Victims of the Sex Trade.”

In May, our series was recognized for three regional Edward R. Murrow awards, including in the investigative reporting category. We are hoping that this attention will further advance a focus on a vulnerable population that has long been overlooked.

Making the Biggest Investigative Journalism Project in History Accessible to the Audience

Reuben Fischer-Baum, NP ’22, on his ‘slice’ of the Pandora Papers

I’m a graphics editor at The Washington Post, which means that I lead a team that creates visuals like maps and data visualizations, as well as custom interactive pages. In 2021, my heat was business and technology, so I was looped into the Pandora Papers — a cache of nearly 12 million leaked records from 14 different offshore service providers — to find opportunities where graphics could help elucidate the investigation.

The Pandora Papers were a challenge to analyze because of the sheer breadth of information. The Panama Papers, for comparison, came from a single provider and were more easily indexed. That meant that it was difficult to tackle some of the summary questions that we were initially interested in, like: How many properties in Manhattan are held in shell companies? Every entry in the documents had to be individually reported out.

We ended up taking a few visual approaches. Our most important graphic let readers scroll through an animated explanation of what trusts are, how they work, and what secrecy the Pandora Papers was piercing. This helped clarify some of the jargon that is critical for understanding these sorts of financial investigations but can often leave readers cold.

A few other avenues were fruitful: We were able to identify and map luxury properties held in shell companies controlled by King Abdullah II of Jordan.

The Pandora Papers were a challenge to analyze because of the sheer breadth of information.

We counted pieces of art stolen from Cambodia and hidden behind trusts, making their way to museums around the world. And we created contextual graphics so readers could understand the size and scope of the leak itself. Large investigations like the Pandora Papers are a group effort, and in the end about 60 journalists from The Washington Post alone worked on this project. I myself had to hand off the graphic coverage when my Nieman fellowship began. Our work was just one slice of the storytelling, but it was part of a rich package that elevated these stories for our readers.

“Comadres al Aire:” The Podcast That Talks To Immigrants, Not About Them

Valeria Fernandez, a 2021 visiting fellow, is trying to create community at a time when the world feels scary and distant

W

e were barely starting the first season of our Spanish-language podcast to talk about health and social issues for immigrant women and non-binary and trans people, when I broke the news to my partner in crime: “I’m pregnant!” Maritza L. Félix was happy for me. “The beauty of having a co-producer that is also a mom and your comadre — a trustworthy and intimate friend — is that she gets it.” It was January 2021, Covid-19 vaccines were not yet available to us in Arizona, and this added another layer to our production challenges. Would I feel safe conducting interviews in person? Would we be OK locking ourselves into a studio for hours to record tracks? That was patient and understood the extra anxiety I had because of the pandemic. And we got creative, using Zoom, long microphone poles, and masks — lots of masks.

The gestation of “Comadres al Aire” began amid the pandemic like that, springing from the conversations between our extended families of comadres. As journalists, we drew from the relationships we built over the years to uncover the challenges faced by undocumented immigrants in Arizona — one of them, the disproportionate lack of access to our healthcare system. Most importantly, we found a place to pour that human part of ourselves so often neglected because of the daily grind of reporting the news.

Combined, we have almost 40 years of experience in journalism. We’re both immigrants. I’m from Uruguay. She’s from Mexico. We both grew our careers in the U.S., working in Spanish for an immigrant audience — people like us. We also embarked on a cross-over journey to write in English so our work could have an impact on policy change. At least, that’s what I thought. But, after a decade of doing that, my heart needed the purpose of journalism to be grounded in community. A type of journalism that doesn’t talk about immigrants as “them” because you are them.

We like to say that on Comadres we talk about del vientre al subconsciente — from the womb to the subconsciousness — and that we are among friends (estamos en confianza). We’re reaching people on the internet and over the radio airwaves with Radio Bilingüe, reaching those still affected by the digital divide. We’ve been slowly building a village at a time when the world has felt more scary and distant. The voices that are joining our podcasts — doctors, therapists, mothers, lovers, abuelitas, midwives, and activists — are building a community of mutual aid to change the narratives about our health and confront inequalities. We’re gearing up for our next season, slated to launch in early September, and we’re not two comadres anymore. We are a village. We listened, and we are putting into action what our community asked for. Showing that change comes when we talk to our communities, not about them.
WHY NEWSROOMS ARE COLLABORATING TO TAKE ON AMBITIOUS REPORTING PROJECTS

By working together, news organizations can expand both their resources and reach.

BY STEFANIE MURRAY ILLUSTRATION BY ADRIÁN FRUITOS
Jim O’Neill, a longtime editor at The Record, handled the project. He combed through obituaries throughout the state, took note of deaths reported by other news outlets, and recorded any names shared by state or health officials. Then he assigned profiles of the deceased to a team of reporters.

But as the death toll across the state surged — nursing home deaths were especially ballooning across the state — O’Neill’s simple spreadsheet was amassing hundreds and hundreds of rows. Hours of his day were being consumed with tracking death. His reporters couldn’t take on many more profiles.

I first heard about the project during a call with The Record’s top editor, Daniel Sforza. I reached out to talk about ideas that my organization, the Center for Cooperative Media at Montclair State University, had about supporting journalists in Jersey during the early days of Covid-19.

“Yes guys, are you doing all that yourselves?” I remember asking Sforza. “Do you want help?”

Several weeks later we had a memorandum of understanding, a standalone website, $50,000 in funding from The Nicholson Foundation, a New Jersey-based philanthropic organization, and a dozen other media partners on board as we worked together to shift that project, Loved and Lost, into a statewide journalism collaboration. More partners were added over the next two months.

Such collaborations don’t always come together so easily. But they’ve become very common across the U.S. and around the world.

Since 2017, the center has been tracking collaborative journalism projects as part of a broader program to study and advocate for more partnership in journalistic endeavors. We have identified more than 40 permanent information organizations, which aims to supplement each organization’s resources and maximize the impact of the content produced.”

Stonbely, research director at the center, also noted that “Collaborative journalism is not to be confused with ‘citizen-,’ ‘participatory-,’ ‘engaged-,’ ‘public-,’ or other types of journalism that solicit information from the public or consider interaction with the public a cornerstone practice.”

This definition is expansive in that it includes efforts that others may have long defined as straightforwad partnerships — such as common arrangements between local commercial television stations and newspapers where the paper runs the TV station’s weather forecasts, and in turn the TV station uses the paper’s headlines and reporting in its broadcasts. Yet it is narrow in that it focuses entirely on journalist-to-journalist initiatives.

The current growth of collaborations the news industry in the U.S. is experiencing, however, has roots in two key years: 2009 and 2016. In 2009, the Knight Foundation gave $2.4 million for a series of nine collaborations led by J-Lab, an organization dedicated to funding new approaches to journalism; four remained active nearly a decade later. That was also the year that the Corporation for Public Broadcasting began funding journalistic collaborations; since then, it has invested tens of millions of dollars in more than 30 local and regional partnerships. And, 2016 was the year that the groundbreaking Panama Papers series was published, led by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists. ICIJ was later awarded a Pulitzer for that work, which opened many eyes to the power of a cross-border, multilanguage collaboration.

“For mission-driven, public service newsrooms, collaborations tick all the most important boxes for participating outlets,” said Bridget Thoreson, member collaborations editor at the Institute for Nonprofit News. “It makes reporting possible by pooling resources and increases the reach and impact of essential journalism. Our participants also appreciate the chance to connect and learn from each other, and as we build out this work, we look forward to working with them to increase revenue and sustainability from their efforts. I expect we’ll continue to see more outlets adopt a collaborative approach as the best practices and benefits are shared across the field.”

Collaborative journalism today is driven by a variety of factors, not the least of which is the seismic shift happening in the business model underpinning most news organizations. Newsrooms are facing resource challenges every day. Around 1,800 have closed since 2004 — more than 100 of which went under during the pandemic. Teaming up with another journalism organization can
bring new resources to the table. It can also extend reach and increase impact. If one outlet has an amazing investigative team and another is a leader in podcasts, why not work together on an investigation that could best be told with audio?

Take, for example, Trump, Inc., a collaboration between ProPublica and WNYC Studios that leverages each other’s strengths. ProPublica’s expertise in data and investigative journalism combined with WNYC’s deep knowledge of New York and Donald Trump — and its first-class audio production capabilities — created a comprehensive look at the innerworkings of the former president’s business empire.

There’s also been a critical change in the competitive landscape. When Americans want information, they go to Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, Twitter, messaging apps, news websites, and their local radio stations. Journalists just need to find a way to share stories with each other.

Cross-border collaborations are thriving and increasing, especially in parts of Asia. In Asia, collaboration has been driven by a handful of factors, including mis- and disinformation surrounding several recent elections and cross-border work funded by the relatively new Judith Neilson Institute, a non-partisan philanthropic organization that supports journalism around the globe.

There are many different ways for news organizations to work together. Stoneby’s paper defined six key categories, divided by time and intensity. Collaborations can either be temporary or ongoing, and they can be structured with content being created separately, content being co-created, or deep, multilevel integration.

Collaborative Journalism Today is Driven by a Variety of Factors, Not the Least of Which is the Seismic Shift Happening in the Business Model
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RACKING IMPACT IS CRITICAL for collabora- tive journalistic work together.” The International Corruption Reporting Project updates its “Impact to Date” page quarterly, and since it was launched in 2018, it has covered 157 countries or regions. That is leveraged by its collaborative reporting, along with 471 arrests, indictments, or sentences. The project has published in the United States, United Kingdom, and other countries around the world.

Fewified leveraged by its collaborative reporting, along with 471 arrests, indictments, or sentences. The project has published in the United States, United Kingdom, and other countries around the world.

Highly coordinated projects like the Pandora Papers — which published hundreds of investigative stories — can have far-reaching impact around the world. In the Czech Republic, the billionaire prime minister, Andrej Babis, seemed on track to win another term in the fall of 2021 before the Pandora Papers revealed he “used shell companies in tax havens to buy a chateau on the French Riviera. He did not disclose the chateau or companies, as required by Czech law.” Babis was ousted after his party lost the majority in Parliament in October. At least 19 investigations were launched by the European Parliament, European Union, and 15 countries, including the Czech Republic, the billionaire prime minister, Andrej Babis, seemed on track to win another term in the fall of 2021 before the Pandora Papers revealed he “used shell companies in tax havens to buy a chateau on the French Riviera. He did not disclose the chateau or companies, as required by Czech law.” Babis was ousted after his party lost the majority in Parliament in October. At least 19 investigations were launched by the European Parliament, European Union, and 15 countries, according to Europol, and 15 countries, according to the ICIJ.

A grant from The Water Desk, a program designed to produce stories and then we will figure out how all this works,” Gross says. “The key to a successful collaborative is to do exactly the opposite. Leaning into difficult conversations, hammering out an MOU around common values and purpose, designing clear processes, and assigning responsibilities can seem overwhelming, tedious, and may take months of meeting and arguing. But this initial prep work is crucial to ensure the long-term health of a collaborative arrangement.”

In 2021, collaborative newsroom partnerships are growing in scope and scale. Cross-border collaborations are thriving and increasing, especially in parts of Asia. In Asia, collaboration has been driven by a handful of factors, including mis- and disinformation surrounding several recent elections and cross-border work funded by the relatively new Judith Neilson Institute, a nonprofit philanthropic organization that supports journalism around the globe. The Collaborative Journalism Innovation, Circle of Blue, Columbia Journalism Review and The Nation, seeks to increase the amount of reporting done around the globe. Columbia Journalism Review and The Nation, seeks to increase the amount of reporting done around the globe. The Collaborative Journalism Innovation, Circle of Blue, Columbia Journalism Review and The Nation, seeks to increase the amount of reporting done around the globe.

Highly coordinated projects like the Pandora Papers — which published hundreds of investigative stories — can have far-reaching impact around the world. In the Czech Republic, the billionaire prime minister, Andrej Babis, seemed on track to win another term in the fall of 2021 before the Pandora Papers revealed he “used shell companies in tax havens to buy a chateau on the French Riviera. He did not disclose the chateau or companies, as required by Czech law.” Babis was ousted after his party lost the majority in Parliament in October. At least 19 investigations were launched by the European Parliament, European Union, and 15 countries, according to Europol, and 15 countries, according to the ICIJ.

ProPublica’s expertise in data and investigative journalism combined with WNYC’s deep knowledge of New York and Donald Trump informed their collaboration Trump Inc. A recent temporary and separate project is Tapped Out, an effort led by the Institute for Nonprofit News. Eight newspapers — California Health Report, High Country News, SVW Water, the Center for Collaborative Investigative Journalism, Circle of Blue, Columbia Journalism Review and The Nation, seeks to increase the amount of reporting done around the globe.
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A NEW KIND OF PARTNERSHIP:
JOURNALISTS AND CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS ARE TEAMING UP

BY SARAH STONELEY
ILLUSTRATION BY ADRIÀ FRUITOS

INCE 2017, JOURNALISTS FROM EIGHT NEWSROOMS in five African countries have partnered with Code for Africa (CfA), a network of civic democracy and data journalism labs, to create sensorsAfrica, a project that puts air quality sensors at schools, churches, and media houses in major cities across Africa to monitor pollution. Their goal was to collate data on the toxicity of the air and use that information to drive local reporting on the topic.

The project marks the first time that journalists and citizens have had information on how widespread pollution is in countries like Kenya and Tanzania, as well as hyper-local data on where it is worst. It confirms what many knew anecdotally: Pollutants from local industries are making people sick.

It’s similar to collaborative journalism in that it brings multiple organizations together and addresses many of the same resource limitations facing journalists, while providing similar benefits. However, unlike a partnership between newsrooms, cross-field collaborations surface complicated ethical questions about the line between journalism and advocacy, especially for journalists schooled in the tradition of objectivity.

Around the globe, cross-field collaborations are becoming more common and more salient because of the fragmented mediascape and the fact that content producers can no longer rely on the usual channels for their work to be seen. Another reason cross-field collaborations are increasing is that investigative projects are becoming more complicated, due to their cross-border nature, the complexity of the malfeasance, and the variety of skills and expertise necessary to undertake them.

An additional driver of cross-field collaboration is the role that philanthropy has increasingly played in both journalism and media development around the globe. With their high-level views of the information ecosystem, funders have seen a convergence in the missions and practices of advocacy and investigative journalism organizations. Leaders in this space include the MacArthur Foundation and Civitates, among others. Academic institutions have been on a parallel track, increasingly finding it beneficial to partner in a more formal and sustained way with journalism organizations.

A third reason we are likely to see more cross-field collaboration is also arguably the greatest driver of the trend: impact. When organizations spend valuable resources uncovering corruption, abuse, or neglect, they want to see the problem addressed. While advocates have always had impact as an explicit goal, journalists appear to be more willing than ever to accept (and say out loud) that their work can and should result in real change. This is a significant departure for journalists who were trained to maintain a clear separation between their work and activism.

Below I’ll look at each of these trends in detail through the lens of the cross-field collaborations Hanna Siemaszko and I analyzed for our paper, “Cross-field collaboration: How and why journalists and civil society organizations around the world are working together.” Overall, we cataloged 125 such collaborations involving 1,010 entities, based in or somehow including 125 countries spread over six continents. Despite this breadth, we know there are many more projects like this that we
A

NIMAL POLÍTICO IS A DIGITAL investigative news organization in Mexico that covers topics like decreasing access to health care, teen pregnancy, unemployment, and racial discrimination. It was born on Twitter in 2009 and quickly transitioned to a full-fledged news website in 2012. From its inception, the journalists at Animal Político wanted to build on the relationships with civil society that it had incubated on social media, they wanted to talk to academics, advocates, and others not just as sources but as partners.

Part of how they did this was by devoting a page on their website, called El Plumaje, entirely to analysis from various civil society organizations (CSOs). According to Animal Político, El Plumaje was the first and only place in Mexico where non-governmental organizations and other CSOs could get their ideas out to the public in their own words (versus the usual route, which is publishing reports through their own websites and holding press conferences, after which journalists may publish a summary of what they heard).

The relationships established through El Plumaje have enabled the journalists at Animal Político to work with civil society in other ways, including on projects to better understand and cover Covid-19, to fact-check election claims, and to investigate corruption. Animal Político also collaborates with civil society organizations on specific projects, like their work with World Justice Project, an NGO that works to promote the rule of law around the globe. For nearly five years, Animal Político has partnered with World Justice Project to help tell the stories behind the data in their reports detailing the status of rule of law in Mexico.

Animal Político is also an advocate of “people who already care about the rule of law,” says Leslie Solis, the organization’s research director. “If you write a report, anyone who will read it, from the academic civil society organizations, or people who are interested in a specific thing,” she adds. “But if you combine your data with storytelling, either through video, or through a podcast, or something like that, you can reach wider audiences.” In other words, Animal Político puts what can be complex, arcane issues into journalistic narratives that enable broader consumption.

Justice can mean many things and goes beyond punishing criminals and rooting out corruption. Animal Político put what can be complex, arcane issues into journalistic narratives that enable broader consumption.

Perhaps the most urgent reason that journalists are interested in a specific thing, she adds, “We are not that; we are a journalism organization. But our missions are aligned.”

PERHAPS THE MOST URGENT REASON that journalists are interested in a specific thing is that they are focused on the politics of civil society is for impact. The most common topics of the cross-field collaborations in our sample were corruption and governance, human rights, and environmental activism, or something else. One would imagine that the people, businesses, and issues that become the subjects of these projects around these topics are generally not operating as they should, these investigations almost always look into malfeasance, wrongdoing, or neglect. Therefore, the desire and need for a project to lead to change is immense.

When we spoke with Ravi Agarwal, director of Toxic Links, checks pollution levels of Yamuna water in New Delhi, India. Factor Daily, a nonprofit news outlet, collaborated with Toxic Link to report on electronic waste

Factor Daily is a nonprofit news organization in India that covers how science and tech intersect with society. They became a nonprofit “to get past the news cycle,” as co-founder Pankaj Mishra put it. This allows them to do projects, rather than just stories, and they dedicate months — sometimes years — to one topic. To report on electronic waste in India, they partnered with Indian NGO Toxic Link, an environmental justice group based in New Delhi. Mishra recounted to us the months they spent trying to find a different angle to get their story in many sites in a vast network of waste dumps, working poor, and buyers of the miniscule amounts of precious metals recovered from discarded consumer electronics. Reporting this project meant understanding the economics of the metal industry, the health and environmental repercussions of dismantling the devices, and the broad social forces that drove people to sell their children from school at young ages to do this work, Mishra explained.

Factor Daily’s partnership with Toxic Link spanned all facets of the project: The NGO helped the reporters find people on the ground to interview and observe; they answered technical questions about the various aspects of the process by which the electronics are broken down and circulated; and Factor Daily hosted supplemental technical content from Toxic Link on their website. The resulting report compiled on a landing page that includes text-based articles, interactive videos — one of which focuses on the children who break down the devices — links to academic sources, and advice to readers on how they can reduce electronic waste.

Mishra described the project as a win-win. Toxic Link "is an organization that lobbying regime and policymakers to take up these issues and work with organizations that are interested in a specific thing," she adds. “We need to have a person who is in charge of capturing the impact, and get dedicated funding for it if possible. Second, you need to have a person who is in charge of capturing impact; at least part-time. Third, it helps to have one central repository for project impact and require all organizations to provide impact data.

As the global media landscape evolves and financial difficulties continue to force cutbacks and layoffs at news organizations, we think cross-field collaboration will only continue to grow. It’s a trend that news organizations should welcome as it will help important information reach mass audiences in the years to come. 

When organizations spend valuable resources uncovering corruption, abuse, or neglect, they want to see the problem addressed

Though the scope of the FinCEN Files is much larger than most collaborations — and its impact therefore more salient — ICFJ’s dedication to cataloging the impact is also remarkable and unusual, indeed, even though important changes may result from an investigation, they are not always tracked and reported out like they were in this case. We identified a few reasons for this. Impact from projects involving multiple partners across fields is often diffuse. There are multiple audiences accessing content from various platforms, and tracking all of them, even using basic online metrics, is challenging. When using the data, the amount is often unquantifiable. There are multiple audiences accessing content from various platforms, and tracking all of them, even using basic online metrics, is challenging.
CONFRONTING “PRESS FREEDOM PREDATORS”

Newsrooms are running a gauntlet of abuse around the world. But the threat is greater than against journalism alone — it's against democracy itself

BY ANN MARIE LIPINSKI
I asked you to name a country where press freedom has grown stronger in recent years, could you? How about countries where press freedom is increasingly under attack?

If you’re still struggling with the first question but can easily answer the second, it’s for good reason. Journalism, already weakened by industry economics, is running a gauntlet of abuse around the world. “Press freedom predators,” as Reporters Without Borders has named them, now sit at the top of a lengthening list of governments.

But the price is greater than journalism — it’s democracy.

“There is no question we are living through a democracy recession,” said Michael Abramowitz, president of Freedom House, whose global research on democracy and civil liberties includes measuring the health of journalism. In each of the last 16 years, more countries have experienced democratic declines than improvements, in good measure because of lower scores for freedom of the press.

“It’s not the only factor — there’s also corruption, lack of transparency, lack of free and fair elections,” he added. “But the decline in respect for the free press is clearly a big part of this. We are in a very difficult situation and focusing on protecting journalists and their ability to do their jobs safely and helping to make journalism more economically viable is critical to restoring democracy.”

I reached out Abramowitz because I wanted to check my Nieman experience against the long view of Freedom House, which has been monitoring democracy since 1941. Certain countries that once posed modest or manageable threats to journalism in my decade as curator now loom as dark clouds, the dangers personified by a roster of recent Nieman Fellows: Russia, Myanmar, Hungary, Hong Kong, Brazil, India, Venezuela, Poland, the Philippines, Turkey, Mexico, China, Colombia, Nigeria, and Ukraine are among the countries populating my personal map of worry, each place home to journalists whose battles against authoritarianism, violence, and online abuse of journalists and the unprovoked “harrassment, intimidation and assault” reporters endure in the field.

Moreover, some government officials in the U.S. have played a shameful role in delegitimizing the media at home and abroad, spreading anti-press rhetoric that gives succor to despotic regimes around the world. The term “fake news” is a deadly American export, one used to devastating effect by Vladimir Putin since the start of the Ukrainian invasion. And as Emre Kizilkaya writes in this issue, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is using the same language to push through a so-called “disinformation bill” that would represent “an unprecedented attempt to suppress journalism in Turkey.”

History moves in waves, Abramowitz said, and he hopes for a democratic wave to serve as a corrective for current conditions, much as the collapse of communism once did. He points to countries including South Korea, the Czech Republic, Taiwan, and the Baltic states as signs of democracy’s health, and hopes the war on Ukraine will ultimately offer a corrective. “People are seeing the consequences of unchecked authority in Russia,” he said. “I’m hoping it has a salutary effect.”

The alternative is clear, as summarized in a sobering Freedom House report on the fragile state of the world’s journalism. “If democratic powers cease to support media independence at home and impose no consequences for its restriction abroad,” it warned, “the free press corps could be in danger of virtual extinction.”
The murder of a veteran journalist covering the vulnerable in the Amazon has reverberated among reporters in Brazil

BY NATALIA VIANA

"PLEASE NEVER GO into the Amazon rainforest again."

The message blinked on my phone right after the news of the disappearance of British journalist Dom Phillips started coming out. Phillips was working on a book in a remote region close to the border between Brazil and Peru. The message came from a friend of mine, a journalist who, like me, had been to the Amazon many times to report. In the spur of the moment, it revealed the anguish we all felt in those days.

Of course, she knew that was a promise impossible to keep. After all, the Amazon is the largest standing forest in the world, one of the key carbon sink systems, and has a vital role to play in the world's efforts to address the climate emergency.

As the destruction of the forest continues, the Amazon has been and will continue to be the biggest story in my country, Brazil. And yet, the assassination of Dom Phillips and Indigenous expert Bruno Pereira in June was a clear message from the criminals who profit from plundering the forest's riches: Stay out of the way.

Dom Phillips was doing quite the opposite. A journalist who regularly reported for The Guardian and The Washington Post, he had been living in Brazil for 15 years. In a 2018 article, he recounted a roughly 600-mile expedition in the Indigenous area of Javari Valley, a remote region about the size of Austria. Back then, he had followed Bruno Pereira, an expert from the Brazilian Indigenous agency, Funai, to assess the well-being of isolated Indigenous tribes. The main threat to these peoples and the forest, he reported, were “heavily polluting gold mining barges entering rivers to its east, cattle ranchers encroaching on its southern borders, and commercial fishing gangs venturing deep into its centre.”

In June he went back to that same area — together with Pereira — to seek an answer to a crucial question: How do we save the rainforest? The research was to become a book. But it was interrupted by the same groups threatening the natives whom he had denounced five years earlier.

According to a police investigation, Phillips and Pereira were ambushed and killed by fishermen who practice illegal commercial fishing within the Indigenous reserve. The gang likely has ties to drug traffickers who operate around the border and capitalize on other illegal activities. I will not retell the gruesome details about how they died. Rather, it is crucial to understand why Phillips needed to be where he was, and why the fate of the forest — and of Indigenous peoples — is also the fate of journalists who report on them.

I met Dom Phillips in Rio de Janeiro during the 2016 Olympics. He was an exemplary journalist, kind and generous, and a leader within the foreign correspondent community, which had soared in size ahead of the international sporting event. He reported on the shattered hopes of the population who expected an economic boost but instead faced corruption and massive displacement.

After that, Dom started to dedicate more and more time to covering the Amazon, as global awareness of the climate crisis grew and while cuts to environmental protection budgets meant the Brazilian government was failing in its vow to protect the forest. At Agência Pública, which I co-founded and where I am one of two executive directors, we did the same. During our 10 years of existence, we have relentlessly covered land conflicts, death threats, assassinations, and the relationship between deforestation and organized crime. It’s the job of any investigative reporting project in Brazil.

Dom was a rare journalist in that he had no fear of...
WE MUST FACE THE TRUTH. AFTER THE MEDIA HYPE IS OVER, THE CRUDE KILLING OF DOM PHILLIPS WILL HAVE A CHILLING EFFECT ON JOURNALISM

Roraima State, Maloca Papiú, frontlinen. I am wary of comparing anything that is not "est" in which reporters are the latest victims on the let the world know what is happening.

That does not mean that reporters resources and often threaten, attack, and murder the mental regulations and pushing for legalizing mining in Bolsonaro's allies in Congress are rolling back environ -
gation for using an air force plane to bring illegal miners promised to halt the destruction of heavy machinery the same time, Bolsonaro opened the palace in Brasília to discuses policy."

It's other journalists — like an earthquake with expanding ef -try's other journalists — like an earthquake with expanding ef -

Under Bolsonaro, Brasil has entered the "red zone" in the rankings of press freedom organization Reporters without Borders, meaning that the situation for press freedom in the country is considered There's is an integral part of Brasil and neighboring countries, where thousands of people live — in the Yuvarit Vale alone there are 6,000, Indigenous peoples and 16 iso -

Unfortunately, what we have seen since the news of the disappearance was victim-blaming and denigration of journalists in Brazil. This official response blends per -

To feel free to murder and hide the body of an interna -

fected with Bolsonaro's administration has pursued criminal in -
vestigations against at least 12 journalists, columnists, and bloggers. Bolsonaro himself is the biggest bully of ed tribes, whom Dom described in his Guardian piece

That's exactly what Dom did. The disappearance was victim-blaming and denigration a human rights group that promotes freedom of expres -

We need more reporters in the Amazon, not less. /sqrsol_2.orn

When questions about the disappearance of Dom were raised with the police, he denied any involvement.

Reporting AT RISK

Every time a reporter is killed in Mexico, his or her death ex -

have had the experience of burying our colleagues the attacks. They have been killed in the zones dominated by criminals. They have been killed in the streets, at their homes (sometimes in front of their children), outside of newsrooms, or in places they commonly frequent.

Each case has its own drama. Afonso Marcal, the director of the newspaper Esquivel, a beloved photjournali-

On the contrary, the outcome of the killing is that the victim's family and friends of the victim. It opens a gap in the whole community.

For the last two decades, journalists have been confronted with the fear that you can be killed sim-

come more anxious about their safety and their future, struggling with the trauma of losing colleagues.

The opening months of this year have not been easy. In the first half of 2022, journalists have been killed, most probably because of their profession. José Luis Gamboa Armas, Alejandro Martínez Esquivel, Lourdes Maldonado López, Roberto Toledo, Heber López Vázquez, Juan Carlos Mutih, Jorge Camero, and Armando Linares López. Luis Enrique Ramírez Ramos was killed by multiple blows to the head in early May, his body was stripped in place and left on the side of the road. Just days later, Yesenia Mollinelo Falconi and Sheila Johana García Olivera — both of whom worked for the website El Veraz were shot to death but it's unclear whether their job was the motive.

The total since 2000 is now more than 150 murdered — at least a dozen of them women, according to Article 19, a human rights group that promotes freedom of expres -

In late 2020, the violence toward journalists increased after newly elected Felipe Calderón declared what he called the "war on drugs," militarizing public security to confront the cartels. It was a strategy that has caused (and is still causing) thousands of deaths and made Mexico a powder keg.

Now, Mexican journalists have become war cor-

Correspondent for doing your job, for investigating subjects that confronting with the fact that you can be killed sim-

through the procedure to access a government program

A photojournalist in Tijuana, was fatally shot while going to the university, was quickly replaced by an evangelical mis -

At the same time, Bolsonaro opened the palace in Brasília to illegal forest fires on our pasture on the legal protection promised to Indigenous lands in the 1988 constitution. He and his former environment minister, Ricardo Salles, have turned the destruction of heavy machinery used by illegal miners, an efficient practice that stops its further use in illegal activities that environmental agencies had used over a decade. Salles is under investiga-

Down in the Amazon, the state of affairs is particularly tragic. At the time of writing, 46 journalists have been murdered in Mexico since 2000, more than in any other country in the world, according to the Committee to Protect Journalists.

In Mexico, journalists are trapped between physical threats and political disputes

WHAT IT’S LIKE WORKING IN THE DEADLIEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD FOR JOURNALISTS

In Mexico, journalists are trapped between physical threats and political disputes

By Marcela Turati

Translated from Spanish by Dick Cluster

In late 2006, the violence toward journalists increased.

One of the attendees at Margarito’s vigil was veteran

Our reporting has revealed the profound insecurity...
Lois Kuralt, a veteran reporter, was killed, she appealed to President Andrés Manuel López Obrador for protection, telling him she was afraid. She was under state protection, but no one was present when she was assassinated outside her home.

A week later, Roberto Toledo, who worked for the daily Monitor Michoacán, an online publication that exposed corruption and was the subject of frequent threats, was shot. When he was killed, the president’s spokesman tweeted that Toledo was not a reporter — another example of the government trying to downplay the violence against journalists. This is a common tactic designed to disrupt investigations and distract from the government’s responsibility to solve the crime.

The Monitor’s editor, Armando Linares López, made a video that day in which, his voice breaking, he stated that the entire staff was under threat for exposing corruption. “We are not armed. We don’t carry weapons,” he said. “Our only defense is a pen, a pencil, a notepad.”

On March 15, he was murdered at his home. He was shot at least eight times. Monitor Michoacán announced shortly after Linares was killed that it was closing because of security concerns.

On Feb. 10, Heber López, who exposed the corruption of a former local official, was shot five times and killed.

Each assassination, each disappearance, each attempted murder brings with it a torrent of desperate reactions: It forces other journalists to request protection from the government, or temporarily abandon their work, or leave their towns, cities, or states.

For the third year in a row, Mexico holds the disreputable title of being the deadliest country for the press, according to Reporters Without Borders. The country has a trend of assassinations which, if it continues, will likely break the worst of records, according to Article 19.

Part of the problem is the legal system is overwhelmed in general and doesn’t have the capacity to prosecute most crimes. But the murder of journalists is also a political issue. Statements from the executive branch fail to match the extent of the tragedy. Since taking office in 2018, López Obrador’s administration has seen 53 journalists murdered. He has claimed that the murderers part of a campaign against him, to sabotage his administration.

In his daily morning press conferences, López Obrador calls investigative journalists “looking into corruption in his government unpatriotic and tries to discredit the press, which he refers to as the enemy of the government. He routinely — and falsely — says the press is paid off and has gone after reporters investigating his sons’ possible conflicts of interest. After years of ignoring the threats to journalists, those in opposition to López Obrador are now using the spate of murders to criticize the administration, but Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) and Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) politicians did nothing when they controlled the federal government, and they continue to do nothing when attacks occur in the states where they still govern. The problem is that such political realities obscure the basic issues and leave reporters even more at risk.

“We do not want government condolences! We are not interested in the solidarity of social networks from authorities or popular representatives! Save them! We demand that they assume their responsibilities and stop using us as cannon fodder for their political disputestwo weeks ago, the Monitor’s editor, Armando Linares López, was murdered, and the entire staff was under threat for exposing corruption. This is a common tactic designed to disrupt investigations and distract from the government’s responsibility to solve the crime. The Monitor’s editor, Armando Linares López, made a video that day in which, his voice breaking, he stated that the entire staff was under threat for exposing corruption. “We are not armed. We don’t carry weapons,” he said. “Our only defense is a pen, a pencil, a notepad.”

On March 15, he was murdered at his home. He was shot at least eight times. Monitor Michoacán announced shortly after Linares was killed that it was closing because of security concerns.

On Feb. 10, Heber López, who exposed the corruption of a former local official, was shot five times and killed.

Each assassination, each disappearance, each attempted murder brings with it a torrent of desperate reactions: It forces other journalists to request protection from the government, or temporarily abandon their work, or leave their towns, cities, or states.

For the third year in a row, Mexico holds the disreputable title of being the deadliest country for the press, according to Reporters Without Borders. The country has a trend of assassinations which, if it continues, will likely break the worst of records, according to Article 19.

Part of the problem is the legal system is overwhelmed in general and doesn’t have the capacity to prosecute most crimes. But the murder of journalists is also a political issue. Statements from the executive branch fail to match the extent of the tragedy. Since taking office in 2018, López Obrador’s administration has seen 53 journalists murdered. He has claimed that the murderers part of a campaign against him, to sabotage his administration.

In his daily morning press conferences, López Obrador calls investigative journalists “looking into corruption in his government unpatriotic and tries to discredit the press, which he refers to as the enemy of the government. He routinely — and falsely — says the press is paid off and has gone after reporters investigating his sons’ possible conflicts of interest. After years of ignoring the threats to journalists, those in opposition to López Obrador are now using the spate of murders to criticize the administration, but Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) and Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) politicians did nothing when they controlled the federal government, and they continue to do nothing when attacks occur in the states where they still govern. The problem is that such political realities obscure the basic issues and leave reporters even more at risk.

“We do not want government condolences! We are not interested in the solidarity of social networks from authorities or popular representatives! Save them! We demand that they assume their responsibilities and stop using us as cannon fodder for their political disputes” was the message of the journalists’ collective Ni Uno Más (Not One More), from Michoacán, after the murder of Armando Linares López.

While the politicians use violence against journalists to score political points, the attacks against journalists continue. More of them have been displaced from their homes, and more have requested official government protection. The government program to protect journalists has declared itself Ni Uno más (Not One More): In the last three years, the number of people under protection has risen by 60 percent to 1,500 (nearly 500 of whom are journalists). The police who would provide the protection are often overworked and underpaid. The reporters displaced by threats have no dates for when they can return, nor resolutions of their cases, and they continue to wait far from their places of origin, without the ability to return.

Poor pay and difficult working conditions continue to expose journalists to more risks. The pandemic has only added to the difficulties. Against this backdrop, journalists still have to take on the tasks of organizing self-defense courses and demanding justice for their fallen colleagues. It also falls on us to take care of each other’s mental health and create space for therapy while we mourn the dead together.

Journalists continue to protest and have expanded the protests to dozens of cities throughout the country. Where one reporter is killed, collectives of reporters spring up to keep journalism alive.

Over the past few months, we have seen unprecedented protests by members of the profession. Some have stopped covering speeches in the Chamber of Deputies or in the Senate; in the morning press conference, they tell the president they will ask no questions, instead requesting a moment of silence for their murdered colleagues. Others protest in the forums of the Interior Department about the inadequate protection mechanism, while still others stand up in front of the president to read the names of fallen colleagues, or they protest with placards at press conferences or speeches they need to cover.

With little help on the horizon and no clear message of support for the profession coming from the administration, it appears as though the situation for journalists in Mexico may get worse before it gets better. Yet, journalists in Mexico are not giving up. As we gather to demand justice for our colleague, we take comfort in each other and our chant, “The truth is not killed by killing journalists!”

Relatives of journalist Juan Carlos Múñoz attend his funeral in Fresnillo, Zacatecas State, Mexico. Múñoz, who covered crime for the online news site Testigo, was killed on March 4, 2022.
Newspapers once had the financial strength to resist pressure from politicians looking for favorable coverage. That independence is in danger.

BY JAVIER GARZA RAMOS

WHEN THE HISTORY of Mexico’s transition to democracy is told, there is usually a celebration of the journalists and newspapers that fought to be independent and opened spaces for voices opposing the one-party rule the country had for much of the 20th century.

Newspapers like Reforma and La Jornada are touted, along with the magazine Proceso and its founder Julio Scherer García, and news radio icon José Gutiérrez Vivó. What these outlets and journalists have in common is that they are all based in Mexico City and are referred to as “the national media,” even though their markets seldom went beyond the capital in the pre-Internet days.

This history passes over scores of newspapers and journalists at the local level, in cities across the country that gave voice to opposition parties and dissident politicians in the 1970s and 1980s. They were a crucial force for kicking Mexico’s ruling party, the PRI, out of city halls and congressional districts, where the country’s transition to democracy began long before the PRI lost its majority in the federal Congress in 1997 and the presidency in 2000.

Those newspapers are now peril. Criminal forces attack journalists with greater frequency, enjoying the impunity that empowers them to threaten, harass, and take a toll on their business models, further weakening them. Political forces seek to control them.

Mexico is having the worst streak of attacks against journalists in history. According to figures compiled by ARTICLE 19, a non-profit working on press freedom issues, in 2021 a journalist was attacked in Mexico every 14 hours, on average. Three years ago, it was an attack every multiple times, three years before that, every 24 hours. At least 11 journalists have been killed in Mexico so far this year, more than the total killed in all of 2021.

There is a long tradition of independent local journalism in Mexico, expressed in the newspapers outside the capital city: El Norte in Monterrey, El Informador in Guadalajara, El Imparcial in Hermosillo, Diario de Yucatán in Mérida, and AM in León, among others, where commercial success led to economic stability. These newspapers had the financial strength to resist pressure from governors and mayors looking for favorable coverage. They were unafraid to expose abuse or corruption by public officials, electoral fraud, or government negligence, while having diverse voices in their opinion pages.

For the past decade, that independence has been in crisis. Violence against journalists in Mexico is happening at the local level, in medium-sized cities and small towns, where reporters and editors keep fighting for an independent voice as they struggle to make ends meet.

About 10 years ago, when I was the editor of El Siglo de Torreón, one of the largest and most prestigious newspapers in northern Mexico, I began noticing that, increasingly, the difference between the company making a profit or losing money depended on the number of advertisements purchased by the state and city governments. Pressure for favorable coverage, expressed by the withdrawal of ads, were taking a toll on the bottom line.

At the same time, the newspaper was under fire from drug cartels fighting turf war for control of the area’s criminal activities. In less than four years, our offices suffered five armed attacks and our journalists received multiple threats, culminating in the kidnaping of five employees in February of 2013.

I remember a conversation I had before with Enrique Gómez, the publisher of the AM chain of newspapers in the state of Guanajuato. The newspaper had benefitted greatly from the economic expansion of the Bajío region in central Mexico, but was facing pressures from the state’s governor. It was ironic, because AM had been one of the forces behind the center-right PAN displacing the ruling PRI from the state government in the 1990s. It had been one of the very few newspapers actively covering a PAN politician named Vicente Fox, who would go on to become governor and, in 2000, the first non-PRI president in more than 70 years.

But years later, the PAN members in the state government, so grateful for AM’s independent journalism when they were in the opposition, were now in power, and were pressuring Gómez to tone down critical coverage of state officials. Depending on their mood, they placed or withdrew ads in the newspaper, which has the largest circulation in the state of Guanajuato, while blasting ads on smaller newspapers with smaller reach but obedient editors, according to a March 2014 report from the World Association of Newspapers and News Publishers.

AM has been diversifying its sources of income, particularly from digital projects, to avoid becoming too dependent on the government for advertising money — though in recent years, government advertisements have rebounded. Gómez recently told me. Like every other newspaper in the country, AM has been forced to reduce its staff, laying off almost a third of its workforce.

Unfortunately, the newsroom budgets continue to shrink, taking away resources for investigative reporting that promote accountability, and cutting salaries and benefits for journalists even as they are under attack.

One of the most extreme cases is also a recent one. In Zitácuaro, a city of 150,000 people, the news website Monitor Michoacán shut down after two staff members were killed. The website covered crime, drug cartels, and their nexus with local politics. After Roberto Toledo, a camera operator and video editor, was gunned down on Jan. 31, editor Armando Linares López posted a video denouncing the attack. Less than two months later, Linares was killed in his house. The next day, deputy editor Joel Vera announced the website’s demise, after two reporters quit. “I’m the only one left,” he said.

Mexico’s president, Andrés Manuel López Obrador has said that the state does not kill or silence journalists — but thinking that it’s the government that is killing journalists is the wrong diagnosis of the problem. Even if the president is correct in saying that his government does not silence journalists, it is equally true that his government does not go after the ones who do. The level of impunity for targeting — nine out of 10 crimes against journalists are not solved, a rate that has held steady for two decades, regardless of the party in power. López Obrador won the 2018 presidential election with the promise of delivering an independent election with a vow to end violence against journalists and punish those who attack the free press.

But years later, the PAN members in the state government, so grateful for AM’s independent journalism when they were in the opposition, were now in power, and were pressuring Gómez to tone down critical coverage of state officials. Depending on their mood, they placed or withdrew ads in the newspaper, which has the largest circulation in the state of Guanajuato, while blasting ads on smaller newspapers with smaller reach but obedient editors, according to a March 2014 report from the World Association of Newspapers and News Publishers.

AM has been diversifying its sources of income, particularly from digital projects, to avoid becoming too dependent on the government for advertising money — though in recent years, government advertisements have rebounded. Gómez recently told me. Like every other newspaper in the country, AM has been forced to reduce its staff, laying off almost a third of its workforce.

Unfortunately, the newsroom budgets continue to shrink, taking away resources for investigative reporting that promote accountability, and cutting salaries and benefits for journalists even as they are under attack.
How Latin American journalists are using collaborations to get around censorship laws

BY CARLOS EDUARDO HUERTAS

REPORTING AT RISK

VIOLENCE SHOOK EL SALVADOR’s streets yet again in late March. With 87 random murders, the country’s gangs sent a message to the administration of President Nayib Bukele in response to what they saw as a betrayal. As investigative journalists revealed, the murders took place after the capture of several gang members who had been traveling in a government vehicle and guaranteed safe passage. Since Bukele’s election in 2019, gang leaders have been invited to secret meetings which resulted in agreements to lower the incidents of crime in the Central American nation.

The story was first published in the digital journal El Faro (The Beacon), one of the oldest in El Salvador and previously in Venezuela with Nicolás Maduro. Another group of journalists, Susana Barrios de Chamorro, also collaborated to report on how the Ortegas’ main political opponents were interrogated by the prosecutor’s office and were forced to explain their professional relationship with the Violeta Barrios de Chamorro Foundation, an organization recognized for promoting freedom of expression since 1998. Some of these journalists, who received modest sums for consulting with the organization, were investigated for money laundering.

In Nicaragua, the Law Against Hatred was passed in November 2017 and has been used by the government to quash dissent. The measure “mandates punishment and prison terms of up to 20 years for anyone who instigates hate or violence on the radio, television, in print or via social media,” according to El Faro. Journalists have been harassed under this law. One high-profile case is Roberto Denis, an editor with investigative website Armando.Info who was accused of “inciting hatred” after publishing a story detailing Ortega’s rise to power. The phrase refers to the late the 1970s, during the era of the Somosa dictatorship, when reporters worked from the courtyards of churches to avoid censorship. Enrique Enríquez now reports from Costa Rica.

In this challenging landscape, journalistic alliances have emerged as a way to elude this “new legality” that persecutes free and independent reporting. “It makes no sense to compete when you are facing an adversary so strong that it has no scruples about using all the tools to censor your voice,” Nieves says.

This was part of our mission in forming CONNECTAS, a nonprofit organization that “promotes the production, exchange, training, and dissemination of information on key issues for the development of the Americas.” In a series of investigations under the title “Nicaragua No Calla” (“Nicaragua Will Not Be Silent”), we brought together 20 journalists from the United States, Mexico, Costa Rica, Colombia, Argentina, and of course Nicaragua to expose the institutional deterioration of the nation and its democracy. The result was several stories detailing Ortega’s rise to power, how his shadow adviser — Néstor Moncada Lau — controls the local security agencies, and how police officers can get away with massacring a family.

“A great help and support for continuing to do journalism in these conditions has been ceasing to see each other within the media as competitors,” says Jessica Ávalos, editor in chief of Factual Magazine in El Salvador. “Now there are alliances of traditional and independent media, which was not the case before.”

In 2010, CONNECTAS has created a large regional editorship that brings together more than 130 journalists in 19 countries. This has allowed us in even more-closed societies to continue to work and amplify the impact of our reporting because it is often republished in multiple media outlets across the region. “Alliances help to coordinate broader and deeper investigations,” says Nelson Bocaranda, general manager and editor in chief of the Venezuelan website Runrun.es. “They are our way around geographic and digital barriers that persecution often imposes.”

In an interview with The Associated Press, Bocaranda pointed out that “I think it was only through uniting that we succeeded in breaking through censorship.” Runrun.es has joined with El Faro and Tal Cual of the Alianza Rebeldes Investigaba, under the umbrella of CONNECTAS, for several high-impact investigations that reach across borders like their story Chavismo Inc., a detailed look into how millions of petrodollars were siphoned out of Venezuela to line the pockets of a small cohort of individuals around the globe.

The word “resistance” has grown ever more common in the vocabulary of colleagues in Latin American countries. But so has the word “solidarity,” which encourages cooperation rising out of the conviction that silence is not an option. Even when imposed by law.
“WE SHOULD SIDE WITH DEMOCRACY”

WHY THE WAR IN UKRAINE IS EXISTENTIAL FOR BALTIC JOURNALISTS

BY KAROLIS VYŠNIAUSKAS
For many Baltic journalists, who serve more than six million people in all three countries combined, the results came as a surprise. After two years of Covid-19, they were overworked and less secure in their jobs. At the same time, the media advertising market hasn’t come back to its level before the financial crisis of 2008 and the rise of social media.

The press freedom report reminded Baltic journalists how far they’ve come since the days of the Cold War when Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia were occupied by the Soviet Union, and the press was controlled by Communist Party officials. The biggest Soviet newspaper, Pravda (“Truth”), was cheap, and the jobs there could last a lifetime — but it didn’t allow criticism of the party line.

For Baltic journalists, the war in Ukraine is not just another story to cover with “the view from nowhere.” It’s something very personal that affects journalists both as citizens and professionals.

“In our case, the question is, will we be alive or not,” says Indrė Makaraitytė, head of Lithuania’s public broadcaster LRT’s investigative division, describing the mood in the newsroom. “It seems that no other topic matters. The war is not in our territory, but emotionally it is our war. Here in the Baltics, and in Poland as well, we see this war for the safety concern that it is. If Ukraine survives, we will survive.”

Since Feb. 24, when Russian troops started a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, many have feared that the progress the Baltic states have made could be upended. So Baltic journalists are covering the war in Ukraine as if it’s their own — because in many ways it is.

For Baltic journalists, the war in Ukraine is not just another story to cover with “the view from nowhere.” It’s something very personal that affects journalists both as citizens and professionals.

“In our case, the question is, will we be alive or not,” says Indrė Makaraitytė, head of Lithuania’s public broadcaster LRT’s investigative division, describing the mood in the newsroom. “It seems that no other topic matters. The war is not in our territory, but emotionally it is our war. Here in the Baltics, and in Poland as well, we see this war for the safety concern that it is. If Ukraine survives, we will survive.”
Russia’s occupation for five decades. Our family members believe the Russian propaganda is promoted by those who speak both Russian and Ukrainian languages. “We have journalists from multi-language families,” says Monika Garbačiauskaitė-Budrienė, director general of LRT in Lithuania. “Some of their family members believe the Russian propaganda machine. Meanwhile, journalists follow the news from verified sources and see what is actually happening. It’s hard to cope with that psychologically.”

Many Russian journalists have resettled in the Baltic states — namely Latvia, which shares a 133-mile border with Russia and has the largest Russian-speaking population — almost 400,000 people, or about one-in- 30 of the three countries. The latest example is Novaya Gazeta, an iconic Russian newspaper that has become a symbol of the free press in the region. It was the last independent media channel to suspend publishing operations in Russia. After a short break, it launched a separate online and print edition from Riga, under the name Novaya Gazeta Europe. Editor Kirl Martynov, who is

“...satellite images... We don't let lies be repeated over and over again. It is not morally justifiable.”

The news environment is more complex — and potentially more divisive — for those who speak both Baltic and Russian languages. “We have journalists from multi-language families,” says Monika Garbačiauskaitė-Budrienė, director general of LRT in Lithuania. “Some of their family members believe the Russian propaganda machine. Meanwhile, journalists follow the news from verified sources and see what is actually happening. It’s hard to cope with that psychologically.”

Nieman reports gather in the House of Congress in Latvia after fleeing the war in their country. The influx of refugees has prompted many Baltic news organizations to launch Ukrainian language editions.
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Russian, told Latvian Radio that their goal is to provide honest reporting about the war. “It must be shown that such a war actually takes away the future from our children and makes us all miserable and poorer.”

Meduza, the news site that has become an important source for many Westerners seeking Russian-language news, has been operating from Riga since 2014 as a Russian journalists’ newsroom in exile. When the invasion started, Meduza was blocked in Russia for correctly calling the attack a “war.” And once sanctions on Russia’s banking system were imposed, the newsroom lost payments from its 33,000 monthly supporters in Russia. In response, the newsroom started a crowdfunding campaign, “Save Meduza,” aimed at Western audiences. In June, it had more than 12,000 backers. “We have around half of what we need on a regular basis every month,” says Ivan Kolpakov, editor in chief.

Even before the war, Meduza journalists were preparing for the day their website would be shut down in Russia. They launched a campaign explaining how to use a virtual private network to access the website and gave their Telegram social network audience to one million. The website is blocked in Russia, but audiences can still download the app and subscribe to an email newsletter. “At the beginning of the war, we had 300,000 downloads of the app. By now, we have more than one million downloads,” says Kolpakov. “And people use the app more often than the website. Each user returns around 25 times a month on average.” As a result, Meduza managed to keep the majority of its audience.

Just like other Russian media newsrooms in exile, Meduza evacuated all its staff from Russia. It is left with what Kolpakov calls “guerrilla reporters” — a network of freelance journalists who work anonymously and with great care to “bring a lot of reporting from the ground” of their Eastern neighbor. Their main goal is to re-establish the connection between people in Ukraine and Russia. He is happy that the readership in Ukraine is growing. “The conversation between Ukrainians and Russians was interrupted in 2014 with the invasion of Crimea, but it was completely destroyed on the 24th of February. We have to be a bridge between two cultures.”

In an effort to build this bridge, Meduza publishes human-focused stories of both Ukrainians and Russians affected by the war. For example, they ran a story about a Ukrainian painter, whose works were saved from a museum burned by Russian forces and a story on the first Russian citizen to be charged for “discrediting” the war.

Kolpakov, who is Russian, says that the newsroom’s main goal is to present both sides: “I think we should side with democracy.” In Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, officials shut down their websites. As of June 9, Latvia’s National Council for Electronic Media (NEPLP) blocked more than 80 Russian TV channels, blocking Russian websites. They denounced Russia’s state-controlled news as “an extension of the Russian military, not the news.”

As of June 9, Latvia’s National Council for Electronic Media (NEPLP) blocked more than 80 Russian TV channels. The ban was imposed after Latvia’s parliament passed a new law that allows restricting foreign programming that “threaten the country’s sovereignty” in late May.

While the Baltic countries have imposedacross-the-board sanctions on Russia, journalists in these three countries — the Baltic states — have been quick to adapt. “When the ban on Russian media was imposed, we knew it was coming and acted accordingly,” says Konrad Waśko, editor in chief of the Lithuanian Journalists Car Club (LJBC).

For Bērziņš, editor of Latvia’s DELFI, the war in Ukraine means rethinking the limits of press freedom: “We are in a war of values,” he says. “I think we should side with democracy.”

In Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, officials shut down Russian media, arguing that the channels threaten national security and promote ethnic-based hatred towards Ukrainians. In Latvia and Estonia, about a quarter of the population are Russian speakers and attitudes towards the war among those populations are more mixed — presenting a challenge to journalists trying to cover this population in ways that are not biased and representative.

After the Russian media TV channels and websites were blocked in Estonia, some of their viewers turned to public broadcaster ERR.

Some of the people just repeat what they see,” says Estonian Public Broadcasting’s Tammerk, commenting on letters and calls received by the public broadcaster. “They say, ‘Stop with Western propaganda. Why are you lying about Moscow?’ ‘You just wait until Putin gets here.’” According to Tammerk, there have also been “vastly aggressive” verbal threats to Russian-speaking media public journalists.

Since Feb. 24, Baltic journalists have supported Ukrainian resistance in a number of ways. Oleg Dragileva, a Latvian DELFI journalist, who grew up as a Russian speaker in Riga, initiated an open letter denouncing Russia’s war, which was signed by 114 journalists. The letter was followed by a demonstration of Russian voices against the war, during which she spoke.

There is a feeling from part of the Latvian society that as a Russian speaker, I am less afraid of war, which is not true,” she says. “I am afraid of Russian soldiers just the same, even though we share the same language…”

Parts, who works up to 12-hour shifts writing for the website and the newspaper, eventually got exhausted and asked to start working from home. But he also feels his work has never been more important. “I’ve been a journalist for six years. For the first time, I felt that the readers are behind us on such a level. There is definitely an increased sense of companionship and purpose among journalists. It’s a truly altruistic work.”
A handful of courageous Russian journalists are fighting on the frontline of an information war. It is a battle that affects us all.

**BY SHARON MOSHAVI AND ROMAN ANIN**

**PIERCING PUTIN’S TRUTH BLOCKADE**

President Vladimir Putin has squashed Russia's last remaining independent news outlets, threatening journalists as well as ordinary citizens with imprisonment if they stray from the Kremlin line. (A new law passed at the beginning of the conflict carves punishments of up to 15 years in prison for anyone who spreads “false information” about the invasion.) At least 150 Russian journalists have fled to countries like Latvia, Armenia, and Georgia. (One of them, editor in chief Sergey Smirnov, fled to Lithuania due to persecution. At least 150 Russian journalists have fled to countries like Latvia, Armenia, and Georgia.)

Their new homes are far from Russia, but there is another cadre of reporters embarking on a different sort of mission and facing different dangers: Russia's independent media. These journalists desperately need our support, too.

**REPORTING AT RISK**

**Important Stories**. Under increasing pressure from the Kremlin, he and his staff crammed their laptops, their pets, and their lives into vehicles and made the long journey to Latvia and other countries. They waited at the borders for hours, afraid they might be arrested. Once out of Russia, they discovered their credit cards didn’t work. No one wanted to rent apartments to them because of their nationality. These journalists occupy a kind of netherworld, not welcome in Russia yet eyed warily abroad because of where they come from. They have become stateless and homeless yet remain determined to fight the information war.

**Stories**’ audience is young, tech-savvy — and curious. Unlike their parents, they don’t consume a steady diet of state media’s twisted facts and outright lies. As the impact of sanctions deepens, they will have many questions. Why are Putin’s cronies growing richer while we are getting poorer? What exactly is the British government doing, or not doing, to crack down on Russian oligarchs living in London? This young audience will look to Russian independent media for answers. They have already begun. For instance, **Stories**’ coverage of the atrocities and possible war crimes committed by Russian troops in the Ukrainian town of Bucha, were read widely and deeply. **Stories** is delivering its coverage to more newsletter subscribers than ever before — growth that is taking place not among expatriates but inside Russian borders — and has seen more than 50 percent growth on Telegram. They reach others on Instagram and YouTube, where **Stories** has 184,000 subscribers and recently published a 15-minute video compilation showing exactly what Putin wants no one to see: the death and destruction wrought to both Ukraine and his own soldiers. (“The tanks are pushing us forward as meat shields,” says one Russian fighter. Getting information hurts, as many people fear the consequences of speaking to a journalist, but **Stories** continues to publish stories questioning Putin’s decision to go to war and documenting the atrocities the Russian military is inflicting on Ukrainians. Audiences are seeking out coverage from **Stories** and other independent sources. Meduza, an independent news outlet based by a Russian journalist in Latvia, has millions of readers and has roughly tripled the number of followers on its Telegram channel since the invasion, a spokeswoman said. While their site is blocked in Russia, visitors can still access it via VPNs, and their Instagram channel and newsletters remain accessible. They have lost sources inside the country in recent weeks, but others risk talking anonymously to Meduza’s reporters from afar. Funding is yet another challenge: Meduza quickly shifted from crowdfunding funds from their Russian readers who are no longer able to contribute due to sanctions to international supporters. They also are offering more English-language content than ever.

Other media-in-exile are reaching new audiences as well — such as Proekt Media, Holod, MediaZona, ROMB and the newly rebranded Novaya Gazeta Europe. They are working hard to ensure that Russian youth aren’t poisoned like their parents by Kremlin propaganda. But like the Ukrainian military, they are outgunned and out-funded. Just as much of the world is stepping up to supply Ukraine with the resources it needs to win this war, we also need to supply these journalists with what they need. Not weapons, of course, but plenty else. Russian journalists in exile need money. The cost of living abroad is higher than it is in Russia, and news outlets can no longer rely on readers inside the country to support their journalism financially. Funders can help by backing reporting fellowships and grants for newsrooms-in-exile. U.S. and European newsrooms can hire Russian journalists and outlets to collaborate on reporting, something that would deepen their own coverage. And people who want to help can subscribe or donate to independent news outlets. (The same is true for Ukrainian media as well.)

These reporters also need access to technology both to cover the news and to disseminate it to get past Putin’s firewalls. Censorship circumvention platform Psiphon is bringing reporting from independent news outlets to Russians who use Psiphon to access the internet — even if the users are only trying to get to a banned site such as Facebook. Psiphon needs funding to keep this important service going. Apple should make iCloud Private Relay, which hides users’ IP addresses from the platform is flagging their war coverage for violating community standards in a way that’s stifling important information from reaching larger audiences.

It would be wrong to think of this as only, or even primarily, a problem of technology. The best platforms and circumvention techniques in the world are useless without quality, independent journalism. And that means helping with low-tech solutions such as visas to safe havens in the U.S. and Europe where journalists can work without fear of harassment, or worse. This press-in-exile is safer but not safe. Putin has shown a willingness to target and kill his perceived enemies in London and other foreign capitals.

Most of all, perhaps, Russia’s journalists-in-exile need faith. They need the world to believe that they can win the information war and that, even if the truth is bloody, it does not suffer a fatal blow. This is a long battle, and we’ve got to win it. The stakes are high. Not just for Russia and Ukraine but the rest of the world, too. This is a test case. Can an authoritarian regime snuff out independent media in the 21st century? Or can a ragtag crew of underdog journalists repel this onslaught of disinformation and ensure that truth finds a home?

You can bet that leaders from Beijing to Brasilia to Berlin, and elsewhere, are watching this battle closely. Everyone else, too, needs to be watching — and helping as if the future depends on it.
**I WITNESSED ORBÁN CRACK DOWN ON HUNGARY’S FREE PRESS. HERE’S MY ADVICE**

When you come under attack as a journalist, don’t make yourself the center of the story

BY ANDRÁS PETHŐ

**THIS IS A STRANGE TIME** to be a Hungarian journalist.

Working in a small Central European country, we were not used to getting international attention. In recent years, however, we have often been approached by journalists from developed democracies, including some working for prestigious American outlets, who asked for our advice. They wanted to know if we had any tips on how to handle the rising autocratic and anti-media tendencies in their own countries.

They came to us after learning how Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán, whom rightwing firebrand Steve Bannon once called “Trump before Trump,” has cracked down on the free press alongside other democratic institutions. They wanted to know if we had any tips on how to handle the rising autocratic and anti-media tendencies in their own countries.

In a recent speech at a CPAC conference in Budapest, Orbán openly spoke about how reshaping the media has been one of the keys to his power. “Have your own media,” he recommended to the audience full of former colleagues.

Thanks to our dedicated membership community and the generosity of some international foundations, Direkt36 is now one of the very few outlets in Hungary that is not under the government’s influence and is also independent from other political or business interests. At the same time, we also became targets of regular attacks from the government and its allies. For example, pro-government propaganda outlets often claim, falsely, that we are foreign agents. Two of our reporters were even surveilled with the spyware known as Pegasus, a cyberweapon used by the Hungarian government.

Despite the first-hand experience, I don’t think I could give particularly useful tips to the journalists who reached out to me. I don’t know any magic weapons against autocratic crackdowns. What I can do is share common mistakes that we all can avoid so as not to make our own situation worse.

One of them is that when you come under attack from political forces as a journalist, it is tempting to make yourself the center of the story. I would recommend against doing that. While it is important to record the facts and explain to the public that media capture is a well-known strategy in dismantling democratic institutions, focusing too much on your role, however noble it is, will create a narrative that you personally fight against certain political forces. Nothing would make autocrats happier, as it would reinforce their argument that journalists are out to get them.

The other piece of advice concerns the attacks not against you, but against people and organizations representing democratic values that you had taken for granted (such as the rights of minorities, for example). When you see that, it may feel urgent to use the platforms you have and speak up against it in forceful ways. Again, I would recommend against doing that.

Being vocal will almost certainly make you more visible in the field (and will generate some social media followers), but what you gain in raising your profile can cost you in terms of credibility as a reporter. If you are like an advocate, you should not be surprised if you become viewed as such. Sure, you may become popular in certain corners, but others will be skeptical of your work, and this will limit your audience.

I’m not saying that nobody should speak up. On the contrary, I hope that lots of people — human rights defenders, advocacy groups, or simply just average social media users — will do it. But if you are in the news business, your greatest possible contribution to saving democracies is doing your job and doing it well. The need for profound and thorough news reporting is greater than it has been for a very long time. We are living in historic times as tectonic shifts are taking place in almost every sphere of society, and it is our utmost duty to record these events as accurately and deeply as possible.

There is another reason for focusing all our journalistic energies on reporting. Our information ecosystem is noisy, messy, and polluted with propaganda and misinformation. It is much harder to make an impact on the public discourse now than it was in the seemingly very distant past when news outlets and not technologies controlled the flow of information. But ambitious reporting initiatives can have a powerful impact even in this environment. I saw this firsthand as a proud participant in some of recent years’ biggest international journalism collaborations such as the Panama Papers and the Pegasus Project. These stories dominated the global public discourse for weeks, prompted positive changes in several countries, and, even if just briefly, put autocratic governments such as Hungary’s on the defensive.

These experiences taught me that there is still no better way to cut through the noise than by telling a great story. We should focus on doing that as if our survival depended on it. Because in some places it already does. ■
IN TURKEY, ERDOĞAN’S SUPPRESSION OF THE MEDIA INTENSIFIES

As the country prepares for next year’s elections, the government is making it even harder for independent journalists to report

BY EMRE KIZILKAYA

NOT LONG AFTER Turkish lawmak- ers aligned with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s administration introduced in parliament with a bill to criminalize disinformation in late May, a new wave of arrests targeting journalists was launched, underlin- ing the government’s multipronged attempt to man- nipulate the right to decide on the “truth” ahead of the upcoming elections in June of 2023.

In Russia, Turkey’s “fake news” law was criminalized reporting accurately on Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, and triggered an exodus of journalists to Turkey. Now, in the case of those Russian jour- nalists who took refuge in Turkey, where Turkish courts are still subject to propaganda with the same tactics used by Putin and Hungary’s Viktor Orbán: war- mongering (military threats against Syria and Greece) and populist economic policies that risk the future of the country for immediate political gain (an aggressive push for lowering loan rates and imposing rent controls).

This strategy can only work if the government has more control over the flow of information, and digital media are a source of leaks for Erdoğan. Last year, my colleague Burak Uvacci and I published data that showed the reach and engagement of independent online jour- nalism outlets are catching up with the pro-government media machine. The Erdoğan administration’s latest moves against free speech in Turkey, including the dis- information law, are designed as a weapon against the rising tide of digital journalism at home and a new threat against technology platforms based abroad. In the com- ing months, the government — through the judicial sys- tem it fully controls — can use the disinformation law when it passes to arbitrarily decide what is true, sending more journalists and whistleblowers to jail.

Meanwhile, the government can use the same law to make companies like Google and Facebook work to its advantage. Our report, which was discussed exten- sively in a session of the Digital Platforms Commission of Turkey’s parliament in December 2021, also revealed that Google’s search algorithm has boosted pro-government media, hence boosting pro-government disinformation and hate speech, while suppressing independent jour- nalism, despite popular interest. It seems that Big Tech’s commercial interests in Turkey trump the informational welfare of the democratic public.

The latest attempts at censorship aside, and regardless of the upcoming election result, independent journalism is alive and well in Turkey. Journalists — including many women, ethnic and religious minorities, the LGBTQI+ community, and younger reporters — keep reporting bravely in every corner of the country. They sometimes get jailed, harassed, and even murdered, but they keep finding new ways to build audiences and sustainable news outlets, frequently going viral on digital platforms, and now producing podcasts and newsletters, too.

According to a report by the Journalists’ Union of Turkey, 26 journalists were in jail as of May 3. More than 270 journalists were put on trial last year, 57 others were physically assaulted, and 54 news websites and 1,355 articles were blocked, while independent news outlets were forced to pay more than 10 Turkish Liras as administrative fines over their reporting. These numbers may soon rise because the press freedom situation in Turkey is likely to get worse be- fore it gets better. Erdoğan’s increasingly authoritarian government can no longer dominate digital media even more aggressively with the disinformation law. The upcoming election campaign gathers steam. As Rappler co-founder and Nobel Peace Prize Winner Maria Ressa asked in her Nobel speech, “How can you have election integrity if you don’t have the integrity of facts?”
The police also shut down Zitouna TV, a private channel created in 2012 by Oussama Ben Salem, a son of Mohamed Ben Salem and a leader of Ennahda (the Tunisian Muslim Brotherhood), an Islamic political party. After spending two months in jail, Ayed was released while his trial was ongoing. In April of this year, a military court sentenced him to four months in prison, a sentence he is appealing.

Ayed is not the only journalist facing repercussions for his work. Since July 25, 2021, when Saied suspended Parliament and dismissed the prime minister, Tunisia has slid backward from the democratic gains it made following the Jasmine Revolution, a month-long civil protest that led to the ouster of President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in January 2011, who had been in office for 23 years. In 2014, the Tunisian constitution enshrined the right to “freedom of opinion, thought, expression, information and publication.”

But those rights began to be dismantled the day after Saied consolidated power, when police stormed the offices of Al Jazeera’s bureau, forcing journalists to leave and confiscating their equipment. Nearly a year later, the office remains closed. “We [never] received any official explanation for the closure or any adjudication,” says Lotfi Hajji, the Al Jazeera Tunisia bureau chief. “It was an arbitrary decision and one of the first indicators of the regression of freedom of expression in Tunisia.” Saied has also scheduled a referendum this summer to vote for a new constitution that will further erode the power of parliament, which Saied’s political opponents say will give him dictatorial powers.

This year, Tunisia dropped 21 spots on the World Press Freedom Index, published by Reporters Without Borders, slipping to 94 from 73 out of 180 countries. Journalists on every platform face real pressure as they navigate the new political situation and an environment that is growing increasingly hostile. “Practicing journalistic work becomes very dangerous,” says Mohamed Yassine Selassi, president of the Tunisian Journalists Union (SNJT). “The whole general environment in the country is full of hate speech against journalists. In fact, every time they cover [demonstrations] in the street, they are either attacked by the police or by the president’s supporters.”

According to the SNJT’s annual report on freedom of press in Tunisia, released in May, there were 244 attacks against journalists — consisting of physical and verbal aggression, incitement to violence, virtual harassment, confiscation of material, and arbitrary detention — between May 2021 and April 2022, most of them perpetrated by the police or by the president’s supporters. “The intimidation of Tunisian journalists is meant to silence their criticisms of the regime,” says Walid Mejri, the founder of AlQatiba, a site specializing in investigative journalism founded in September 2020, was part of a media consortium that exposed how wealthy clients and clients who had been convicted of crimes like fraud and bribery used Credit Suisse to avoid paying taxes and get around financial disclosure laws. In August 2021, the organization also published an extensive explanatory article detailing the different possible governing scenarios for Tunisia after Saied seized more power on July 25.

AlQatiba is not alone. Other independent news outlets like Inkyfada — a non-profit based in Tunis — and Nawaat — a public interest newsroom — are continuing to do critical and quality journalism. Inkyfada published in March a data visualization project detailing how police violence has led to the deaths of at least 20 people in the last decade and explaining how new- formed police unions have made it difficult to hold people accountable. In June, Nawaat published an article criticizing Saied’s dismissal of 57 judges without due process.

Walid Mejri, the founder of AlQatiba, says it’s up to the independent press to inform the audience. “Now perhaps more than ever reliable information is needed to help Tunisians understand the major events in the country. But the future, he says, is uncertain — as it is in many places around the world where freedoms are being restricted. And for the media, the landscape is likely to get worse before it gets better.”

As President Kais Saied consolidates his grip on power, Tunisia — and its media — are sliding backward from hard-won democratic gains.

By Hanéne Zbísis
On paper, Ghana is a thriving democracy. On the ground, journalists face arrest, detention, and torture by EMMANUEL K. DOGBEVI

IN GHANA, ONLY A HANDFUL OF JOURNALISTS ARE ABLE TO DO CRITICAL REPORTING

The attacks have been systematic, and in nearly all cases, journalists who continue to do critical work are fortunate. Some of the courageous reporters in Ghana are at risk from the violence. The attacks became so common that in July 2021, the Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) mobilized more than 600 people, including journalists and supporters of press freedom, to petition the country’s Parliament to do something about the situation.

The violations are meant to intimidate journalists into silence so they don’t expose corruption by government officials or their sponsors or publish and broadcast stories critical of people in public office. Some ruling party officials have consistently accused journalists who publish works critical of the government of trying to make the government unpopular, as that could affect their chances of winning future elections, considering the fact that public office has become a conduit for private gain. There is enough evidence to show that while state enterprises make huge losses every year, CEOs and other employees, often party apparatchiks appointed into these enterprises as a reward for helping political parties win elections, live ostentatious lives, and own properties with values well above their known salaries.

These attacks against journalists in Ghana have been increasing and intensifying — and the threat of physical violence is real. The journalist safety watchdog organization Reporters Without Borders (RSF) documented in May 2022, a total of 14 cases of abusive treatment of journalists in Ghana — five arrests and nine cases of violence — since the start of the year.

The RSF was compelled to call on the Ghanaian authorities to take action and to guarantee the safety of media in the country, after more serious press freedom violations in early May, including a physical attack on a radio station, a physical attack on a news agency reporter, and the arrest of two TV journalists. Journalists from both private and state media are victims.

As a result of the increasing violations, Ghana fell on the Press Freedom Index 2022 from the third to tenth position in Africa and from 30th to the 60th position globally. While journalists are not fleeing the country, Manasseh Azure Awuni, the editor in chief of The Fourth Estate, an online publication known for investigative journalism, had to be taken out of the country for a while for his own safety.

Another journalist, Edward Adeti, who once worked as a regional correspondent in Ghana’s Upper East Region for Starr FM, a private radio station, was also threatened after he did stories exposing a corrupt public official. He was extracted from Bolgatanga, the regional capital to the national capital Accra for his own safety. Adeti has recounted how pressure was brought to bear on his landlord to evict him, and other landlords were warned not to rent their properties to him. Even though Adeti has reported the matter to the police, no one has been arrested.

While the government’s public posture says it is protecting journalists to do their work, there is not a single known record of persons or groups facing prosecution for unlawful arrests, detention, or torture of journalists. Especially, politically connected people openly threaten and attack journalists without any repercussions, which further emboldens them.

One of the highest profile killings of a journalist happened on Jan. 16, 2019, when hitmen shot investigative journalist Ahmed Hussein-Suale in his car. He died instantly, slumped over the steering wheel. Hussein-Suale worked for Tiger Eye, an investigative journalism organization. He had been threatened many times and was snuck out of the country for his own safety. He returned only after his employers felt the threat had decreased. After his return, Kennedy Agyapong, a member of Parliament aligned with the ruling party who also owns a string of radio and TV stations, went on one of his TV stations and showed photos of Hussein-Suale and his colleague, investigative journalist Anas Aremeyaw Anas, urging his supporters to attack them and if these supporters were taken to court, he promised to pay the cost.

Before then, Hussein-Suale’s face wasn’t known, except to his close relations and friends, some of who didn’t even know he worked as an undercover journalist with Anas, who also covers his face whenever he was in public.

Not long before Agyapong made the threats, Tiger Eye published a months-long investigation on corruption in Ghanaian football that caught the former chairman of the Ghana Football Association, Kwesi Nyantakyi, on video talking with who he believed was an Arab businessman about how he was going to use his influence to control the Ghana Football Association, Kwesi Nyantakyi, on video talking with whom he believed was an Arab businessman about how he was going to control the association dedicated to freedom of the press, and three years ago on March 26, 2019, the country finally passed its Right to Information bill into law — a measure that was meant to guarantee access to public information for journalists. The law had been in the works for 20 years.

On paper, Ghana is a thriving democracy. On the ground, journalists face arrest, detention, and torture from state agencies like the police, military, secret service, and political operatives of ruling parties. The attacks have been systematic, and in nearly all cases, no one has been held to account. Journalists have been assaulted in the open by police and military officers while they covered national events, and in some cases their equipment has been damaged. The attacks became such a common feature that in July 2021, the Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) mobilized more than 600 people, including journalists and supporters of press freedom, to petition the country’s Parliament to do something about the situation.

The violations are meant to intimidate journalists into silence so they don’t expose corruption by government officials or their sponsors or publish and broadcast stories critical of people in public office. Some ruling party officials have consistently accused journalists who publish works critical of the government of trying to make the government unpopular, as that could affect their chances of winning future elections, considering the fact that public office has become a conduit for private gain. There is enough evidence to show that while state enterprises make huge losses every year, CEOs and other employees, often party apparatchiks appointed into these enterprises as a reward for helping political parties win elections, live ostentatious lives, and own properties with values well above their known salaries.

People watch the Tiger Eye investigative documentary “Number 12” about former Ghanaian Football Association (GFA) president Kwesi Nyantakyi in Accra, Ahmed Hussein-Suale, a reporter for Tiger Eye, was killed following the investigation.
The Myanmar junta’s wanton violence is forcing journalists to flee

Exiled reporters are finding it difficult to reach sources back home, who are increasingly afraid to talk

BY DANNY PENSTER

THE MYANMAR JUNTA’S WANTON VIOLENCE IS FORCING JOURNALISTS TO FLEE

On Nov. 21, 2021, my colleague at investigative news magazine Frontier Myanmar, Zar, wiped her laptop and phone of all data and packed them into a single bag with a few other belongings, then headed for Yangon on a flight leaving that day. Deciding to board the plane that day, she told me recently, was among the hardest decisions she’d ever had to make. (Zar’s full name is being withheld for security concerns.)

Zar’s experience is typical of Myanmar journalists who are determined to keep working despite the risks.

Fear of journalism — of both performing it and of getting caught for it — is nothing new in Myanmar. Alarmingly, it is also increasingly prevalent around the globe.

“Many more saw a decrease in access to reliable information. Many more saw a decrease in access to reliable information. Many more saw a decrease in access to reliable information.”

We are in the midst of a several-years-long trend of rising authoritarianism and the consequent shrinking of the space for free and independent journalism, which means it is becoming increasingly difficult for people to get accurate and reliable information around the world. In its most recent annual report on global press freedoms, Reporters Without Borders ranked Myanmar at 176, just behind China, but the trend is broader than Asia. Twenty-eight countries — a record high that includes Turkmensistan, Iran, and Eritrea — were classified as “very bad” for press freedoms. Many more saw a decrease in access to reliable information.

A 2006 Nieman Reports article on Myanmar noted the at the time that the military government was “tracking down people who give information to international media” for persecution. For generations, the military forced its people into a sort of international solitary confinement, creating a black hole of despotism where little information ever came in or went out. Around 2011, however, the military slowly began a process of democratising the country, holding internationally credible elections, sharing power with the civilian leaders thereby elected, reforming media censorship laws, and inviting foreign journalists in.

This progress was swiftly erased on Feb. 1, 2021; since then, the junta has murdered thousands of civilians in the targeted killing of its critics and indiscriminate aerial and arson attacks on entire villages. More than 100 journalists have been arrested, including this writer,

The living room was littered with notebooks, the desk covered in audio cables and recorders. Cameras and memory cards sat scattered across the table. She packed a bag and fled, first to her mother’s home in a rural village, where she edited audio stories in secret. She worried though, that in such a small town, her neighbors knew what she was doing. Few supported the new regime, but everyone was growing fearful of one another.

Zar’s experience is typical of Myanmar journalists who are determined to keep working despite the risks.

The year prior had trained her well in the art of Luping — packing and unpacking, hiding the evidence. Before that ever happened, local administrators warned her that military police had already begun inquiring about a journalist in town. Zar packed her bag again and went to her father’s. There she recorded her podcast, about human rights in Myanmar, in a guest room atop a motorcycle repair shop, waiting until all customers had left to make any noise.

She fled to the Yangon newsroom of Frontier Myanmar, at a friend’s who had internet. She would cue up a movie and pretend to watch until her friend left the room, then upload the files. The internet worked about 30 percent of the time, she said. “I had a plan to run to the monastery,” she told me. “I was always ready to run.”

Before that ever happened, local administrators warned her that military police had already begun inquiring about a journalist in town. Zar packed her bag again and went to her father’s. There she recorded her podcast, about human rights in Myanmar, in a guest room atop a motorcycle repair shop, waiting until all customers had left to make any noise.

She fled to the Yangon newsroom of Frontier Myanmar, at a friend’s who had internet. She would cue up a movie and pretend to watch until her friend left the room, then upload the files. The internet worked about 30 percent of the time, she said.

The day prior had trained her well in the art of Luping — packing and unpacking, hiding the evidence. Before that ever happened, local administrators warned her that military police had already begun inquiring about a journalist in town. Zar packed her bag again and went to her father’s. There she recorded her podcast, about human rights in Myanmar, in a guest room atop a motorcycle repair shop, waiting until all customers had left to make any noise.

She fled to the Yangon newsroom of Frontier Myanmar, at a friend’s who had internet. She would cue up a movie and pretend to watch until her friend left the room, then upload the files. The internet worked about 30 percent of the time, she said.

In tandem with its violence, the junta has also launched a barrage of ham-handed legal and technical attacks to try to silence reporting, including instituting blanket internet cuts that have made basic, daily transactions nearly impossible, but also stripping the country’s leading news outlets of their publishing licenses and banning the use of words like “coup” and “junta.” Increasingly, however, they’ve been struggling just to keep the lights on. In October, it became clear that as much of our newsroom as possible should get out of the country. On Nov. 21, Zar packed her bag again.

“At the airport, I thought, ‘I really don’t want to leave. My friends are all here, and I don’t know when I’ll come back,’” she said. “I really wanted to cry.”

This past April, I met Zar at the border, she now shares with several other journalists on the suburban outskirts of a foreign city. She showed me where she recorded the podcast, usually crouched under a table, a blanket strewn over it, and a phalanx of pillows surrounding us to muffle any background noise. She said the sound wasn’t great, but that it was the least of her problems. Back across the border, sources were afraid to speak over the phone, if they could be reached at all. Internet and electricity were constantly out.

This was among the primary complaints reporters from Myanmar voiced to me: the inability to get on-the-ground accounts, the impossibility of verification.

Myanmar has descended into a worsening, nationwide civil war, with small, ad hoc bands of resistance fighters waging courageous battles against the military, followed by a rise of allegedly military-backed clandestine “hit squads” known as thugs and hired guns. Each side reports overwhelming victories for themselves and devastating losses for the other, leaving far-removed reporters to make sense of such impossible anarchy.

Those years spent in imposed isolation have made Myanmar poorer and less developed than its neighbors, who often discriminate against Burmese people. According to the United Nations, Myanmar’s economy is “mired in a downward spiral.”

Still, these reporters are producing phenomenal journalism, exposing the authoritarian’s crimes to the world and to local populations, who continue finding ways to connect to the internet and the world outside. Even as the junta attempts to block that and other sites from within the country, the residents of Myanmar evaded the blockades with VPNs and other digital tools. Yet the sustainability of all of this is precarious. When Zar packed her bag, she thought she’d only be gone a year. “I thought: one year, and we will win,” she said, referring to the many groups still fighting a return to military rule. “Now, I think it will be longer.”

If she does return, she said she’ll have to go by land, illegally — probably through the territory of armed resistance fighters. That may not be much of a deterrent; she’s eager to return to Myanmar and stay. “I really miss my country,” she said. “I want to go back home.”
Currently, we are fighting a lawsuit from Najib’s former deputy, who is also facing dozens of charges in court for corruption. He is seen as a potential prime minister should his Umno party return to power in the upcoming national elections.

We were also slapped with several other lawsuits, most of them from politicians. A few we won, but most we lost. The chances of winning diminish as our cases move up to the higher courts, which have apparently more conservative judges.

Granted, not all judges agree with one another. Unfortunately, in our case, those judges who believe in fundamental freedoms — freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear — are a minority.

An example is last year’s 6-1 Federal Court decision in Malaysiakini’s contempt of court case where we received a $124,000 fine over comments posted by our readers. But while we were shocked by the hefty fine, we were dumb-founded when we raised the full amount from crowdfunding in four hours, perhaps the fastest crowdfunding exercise in Malaysian history.

Five months later, Malaysiakini was again forced by the Federal Court to pay about $80,000 to a defunct gold mine company for our reporting on the health concerns of villagers who were worried about the cyanide used by the company. It was a 5-2 split decision.

Judge Harminder Singh (Shahar), in delivering the minority opinion, said in his judgment:

“As a parting rejoinder, it must be said, and this is beyond dispute, that the press and the journalists play a crucial role in reporting matters of public interest and matters of serious public concern.

“In its role as a watchdog for the people, the awareness created by such media reports will by and large lead to greater protection of society as a whole. In carrying out this duty, the press may at times get the facts wrong. However, in matters of public interest, so long as the press holds a reasonable belief that the publication is in the public interest or that the publication is a fair, accurate and impartial account of a dispute, the press and journalists are entitled to the protection of the law.”

Only one other judge agreed with Harminder’s decision while the other three argued that Malaysiakini had violated the rights of the gold mine company.

Four years ago, when the Court of Appeal reversed a High Court decision and ordered Malaysiakini to pay nearly $80,000 in damages to the gold mine, we raised the amount from our supporters in less than two weeks. (It was this decision that Malaysiakini had appealed to the Federal Court — the country’s highest court — which ended in defeat. Malaysiakini was ordered to pay an additional $45,000.)

And as a way to thank our supporters, we held a free premiere screening of the movie The Post.

In Malaysia, news organizations can find themselves on the losing end of expensive lawsuits

BY STEVEN GAN

REPORTING AT RISK

ENEMIES OF PRESS FREEDOM come in all shapes and sizes. Some are in military uniforms. Others in business suits. A few are in religious garb. And there are those in fancy robes too.

And while restrictive laws are the main focus in our fight for press freedom, there are also innocuous forms of control through ownership of media organizations and cutting off advertising that many media rely on, among others.

Take Apple Daily in Hong Kong. Its publisher, editors, and journalists were arrested last year. But what dealt the death blow to the newspaper was the freezing of its bank accounts. That effectively forced the company to pull the plug as it could not pay the salaries of its journalists.

Another insidious way of eroding press freedom is through the courts. Over the years, Malaysiakini has faced numerous legal actions — plus in-your-face harassment — in an attempt to punish us, if not shut us down completely.

We were the first media organization in Malaysia’s history to be hit with a lawsuit from a sitting prime minister. Najib Razak eventually withdrew the suit after he lost power four years ago.

We were also slapped with several other lawsuits, most of them from politicians. A few we won, but most we lost. The chances of winning diminish as our cases move up to the higher courts, which have apparently more conservative judges.

Granted, not all judges agree with one another. Unfortunately, in our case, those judges who believe in fundamental freedoms — freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear — are a minority.

An example is last year’s 6-1 Federal Court decision in Malaysiakini’s contempt of court case where we received a $124,000 fine over comments posted by our readers. But while we were shocked by the hefty fine, we were dumb-founded when we raised the full amount from crowdfunding in four hours, perhaps the fastest crowdfunding exercise in Malaysian history.

Five months later, Malaysiakini was again forced by the Federal Court to pay about $80,000 to a defunct gold mine company for our reporting on the health concerns of villagers who were worried about the cyanide used by the company. It was a 5-2 split decision.

Judge Harminder Singh (Shahar), in delivering the minority opinion, said in his judgment:

“As a parting rejoinder, it must be said, and this is beyond dispute, that the press and the journalists play a crucial role in reporting matters of public interest and matters of serious public concern.

“In its role as a watchdog for the people, the awareness created by such media reports will by and large lead to greater protection of society as a whole. In carrying out this duty, the press may at times get the facts wrong. However, in matters of public interest, so long as the press holds a reasonable belief that the publication is in the public interest or that the publication is a fair, accurate and impartial account of a dispute, the press and journalists are entitled to the protection of the law.”

Only one other judge agreed with Harminder’s decision while the other three argued that Malaysiakini had violated the rights of the gold mine company.

Four years ago, when the Court of Appeal reversed a High Court decision and ordered Malaysiakini to pay nearly $80,000 in damages to the gold mine, we raised the amount from our supporters in less than two weeks. (It was this decision that Malaysiakini had appealed to the Federal Court — the country’s highest court — which ended in defeat. Malaysiakini was ordered to pay an additional $45,000.)

And as a way to thank our supporters, we held a free premiere screening of the movie The Post.
IN THE PHILIPPINES, JOURNALISM IS ACTIVISM

The rise of hyper-partisan influencers has made it easier for those seeking power to control the flow of information

BY GLENDA M. GLORIA

A DAY AFTER Ferdinand Marcos Jr. was proclaimed president of the Philippines on May 9, he granted an interview to only three reporters while his spokesperson faced the rest of the media that day. Two of the lucky ones belonged to partisan broadcast networks owned by church leaders who had backed Marcos’ presidential bid, including a doomsday preacher wanted by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation for human trafficking.

In the world we used to know, a massive election victory would make any candidate magnanimous. It didn’t seem that way in the Philippines. When it looked certain that Ferdinand Marcos Jr., heir to the late Philippine dictator Ferdinand Marcos, had won the May 9 presidential race by a landslide, his spokesperson held a press conference where he snubbed our Rappler reporter’s questions six times, each time turning his eyes and attention to others in the room.

Not long after, the president-elect named a prominent vlogger, who often lambasted journalists under the Duterte era, as his press secretary; she also happens to be a lawyer who was once suspended for three years by the Supreme Court for being remiss in her duties to a client. When asked, she said, yes, she would push for the accreditation of bloggers and vloggers to the Malacañang Press Corps, the once-elite club of reporters assigned to cover the presidency.

Is this a portent of things to come under the Marcos presidency, or just a hangover from a campaign that pushed aside journalists and favored social media influencers and “Titikam?”

It’s no exaggeration to say that many Filipinos journalists were looking forward to a new president on June 30, when strongman Rodrigo Duterte ended his six-year term in office. Duterte had given the media hell, Rappler in particular. Among other threats, we were slapped with a closure order — which is on appeal in court — for what the government said was a violation of the constitutional ban on foreign ownership, and the country’s biggest media company was shut down at the height of the Covid-19 pandemic. Journalists, activists, and lawyers were subjected to the most vicious online attacks that translated to real-world harm. For example, after being trolled online for being “communist,” journalist Lady Ann Salem was arrested in December 2020 on charges of illegal possession of firearms. The court dismissed the charges and released her three months later.

As this happened, the internet further gave rise to hyper-partisan social media personalities with an unbridled fame and power for the simple reason that they hated the “biased” media and tagged government critics as communists. Marcos seized that space, spending the last several years YouTubing his way to the hearts and minds of Filipinos, who were told the lie that his father’s kleptocratic regime represented the Philippines “golden age.”

By the time he declared his plans to run for president last year, that lie had become the truth. Marcos thus comes to the presidency with a worldview shared by autocrats all over the world: They’ve come this far despite journalists’ constant badgering and questioning and hard-nosed exposés. In the case of Marcos, he won even though he had skipped all the presidential debates organized by the elections commission and dodged questions from pesky journalists via a tight security cordon. Indeed, even in a country where elections are bought and patronage runs deep, at no other time in recent memory have propaganda and lying been more effective in winning the battle for the vote.

Thus, it would probably take a lot of convincing for Marcos to see why journalists deserved his or his government’s time. This mindset will, of course, be challenged by the urge to put his best foot forward before the rest of the world to prove he’s no push-over.

How he will navigate that is entirely up to him. Will he continue to rely on his reliable army of propagandists and image-makers to flex their skills on the global stage of disinformation? Or will he recognize the requirements of public leadership — to answer uncomfortable questions, live with scrutiny, and to be transparent in image-makers to flex their skills on the global stage of disinformation? Or will he recognize the requirements of public leadership — to answer uncomfortable questions, live with scrutiny, and to be transparent in how he will run a country of 112 million, at least 31 million of whom elected him president?

And what about us, journalists — what to do? At Rappler, we learned the hard way how and why journalism is a mission that’s not for those merely pass-at-Rappler, we learned the hard way how and why journalism is a mission that’s not for those merely pasting on the surface. In the face of a tyrant, you can’t — mustn’t — blink. In the face of threats, you can pause but can’t — mustn’t — stop.

In a well of disinformation, you can’t — mustn’t — sink.

It is tempting to describe the problems of journalism — its relevance, its business model, its environment, its people — as irreversible and perhaps incurable. And there are various examples to show the seeming inevitability of defeat.

But we must also acknowledge and celebrate the instances when journalists bucked and continue to buck the trend.

Newly-elected president Ferdinand Marcos Jr. speaks at a campaign rally in February. Marcos has seized the influencer space, spreading the lie that his father’s autocratic regime was the Philippines’ “golden age.”

At Rappler, we learned that crisis is opportunity — but that opportunity works only when seen through a mission bigger than our ego and only when seized along with the public we serve.

For journalism to matter, the community must be a part of it. In our crisis years under Duterte, we realized that we had a core audience that, while not massive, shared the same ideals that we believed in, which is the public’s need to scrutinize and temper power. We went out of our way to engage them. We asked for their help, we tapped into their expertise, we listened to their advice. In a climate of fear, we took arduous steps to build partnerships with them.

Then and now, the battle to save journalism cannot be fought by journalists alone. It’s a battle we must share — and fight — with other groups and citizens.

Each time our freedoms are threatened, we should have no qualms engaging other democracy frontliners and participating in collective efforts to resist authoritarianism.

For, indeed, journalism is activism; this has never been debated in our part of the world. So will Marcos give Filipinos journalists hell, like Duterte did?

The Duterte years should tell him that the fires of freedom in his country have not been extinguished — certainly not by the blood spilled on Manila’s streets nor by the fatal algorithms that pulled the trigger.
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY IS UNDER THREAT — AND NEWSROOMS ARE MOBILIZING TO COVER IT

Reporters need to focus on local election agencies and move beyond horse race political coverage

BY CELESTE KATZ MARSTON ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG CHAYKA
Think about a “threat to democracy,” and it’s easy to conjure up an image of the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021 — the nation’s very seat of government besieged by rioters convinced that the presidential election was rigged.

American democracy tested on its foundations that day. There was no shortage of coverage of the insurrection, which was historic, dystopian — and because of its powerful visuals and evolving storyline, perfectly suited for the 24-hour news cycle.

While the insurrection was a wake-up call for the nation as a whole, and the profession of reporting in particular, covering it long term isn’t as clear cut as covering a riot. For a responsible free press, guarding democracy is much more akin to “watching a leak,” says Tony Marcano, managing editor of Southern California Public Radio (KPFK) and LAist, which is launching a civics and democracy beat. “You have to pay attention, because that leak could turn into a crack that can turn into damage, and the next thing you know, your house is falling down.”

In other words, if the real story of the dangers to the U.S. system of government is to be told, it won’t necessarily be a made-for-T.V. mutiny. Instead, it will happen at local election agencies, statehouses, and school boards. But connecting the dots between what’s going on in disparate communities and menaces on a greater scale takes vigilance — and a willingness to look beyond both traditional horse race coverage and horse-trading.

Simply reporting that certain officials “claim” the 2020 presidential election was rigged by fraudulent voting or voting machine hacks and others “deny” those claims isn’t a framing that goes far enough because there’s no evidence for widespread, game-changing malfeasance.

And, giving a platform to former government officials who were actively involved in trying to subvert the 2020 election — like many of the Sunday talk shows do — can normalize their actions.

But news outlets from Washington to California are refocusing their efforts on covering threats to democracy. (It’s also not a strictly American idea: In 2017, the BBC created the Local Democracy Reporting Service to drill down on local and regional seats of power.) This reinvigorated approach to reporting in the wake of the Jan. 6 insurrection can take many forms: In recent months, KUNR Public Radio in Reno, Nevada, went in search of “an innovative Democracy Reporter” to cover the swing state, noting, “This beat is not ‘business as usual’ political reporting.” Boston’s GBH, another public radio station, listed a job earlier this year for “an intrepid reporter to cover Massachusetts politics and policy at the intersection of voters and democracy.”

In February, The Washington Post announced it was creating a “democracy desk” to cover threats both at the local and federal levels. In some ways, the creation of these desks or beats is a formal acknowledgment that the media should see defending democracy as a full-time job, and that the erosion of institutional norms began long before the assault on the Capitol. Sarah Repucci, who co-wrote the report “Freedom in the World 2022: The Global Expansion of Authoritarian Rule” for the nonprofit Freedom House, says the strength of Americans’ access to rights and liberties relative to citizens of other countries started eroding about a decade ago. “The U.S. is still a free country, but it has slipped from being among the best performers in the world and among what we often might think of as our peers, like the U.K. and Germany,” says Repucci. “We are down among countries that you might not think of as much as peers,” such as Romania and Panama. Freedom House bases its scores on 15 civil liberties indicators and 10 political rights indicators including electoral process, functioning of government, and freedom of expression and belief.

The problem is multifaceted, she says: Some of the American decline can be attributed to ongoing systemic discrimination, to the undermining of public trust in elections “due to groundless claims of fraud,” and to the loss of independent news outlets that hold government accountable and educate the electorate. There has been a proliferation of state bills designed to restrict access to mail-in voting or construe the amount of time the polls can be open. In Georgia, a traditionally red state...
that President Biden won and where Democrats picked up two Senate seats, a law passed that gives the partisan caucuses more control over the administration of elections. The Republican nominee for governor in Pennsylvania has tried to overturn the state’s results in the 2020 election, has been subpoenaed to talk about his Jan. 6 Capitol insurrection (though he denies doing anything illegal), and would have the power to appoint the secretary of state, if elected. For these reasons and more, outlets developing democracy beats are delving into the laws that govern elections and the people who administer them — areas that traditionally received little day-to-day coverage when compared to the homicide beat.

It’s been clear for a while now that American democracy is in crisis. Barton Gellman, writing in December 2021 for The Atlantic under the headline, “Trump’s Next Coup,” already began, didn’t mince words: “The prospect of this democratic collapse is not remote. People with the motive to make it happen are manufacturing the means. Given the opportunity, they will act. They are acting already.” Indeed, Republican conspiracy theorists have been elected to Congress, and people who support the former president’s lie that the 2020 election was stolen are running for key positions overseeing elections. There are at least a dozen running for attorney general in states like Wisconsin, Michigan, and Arizona. In putting together teams to address this threat, any outlet has to navigate a flock of concerns and questions: What should it cover — that is, what specifically constitutes a danger to democracy? What’s the best way to leverage possibly scarce resources and staff to address it? And which strategies help that information get to the people who need it most — including outside an outlet’s existing core audience?

PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH shows there’s plenty of room for improvement. A new survey from The Washington Post illuminates the fragility of U.S. democracy. In April 2021, Americans were apparently “deeply pessimistic about the future of democracy,” per the result of an NPR/Ipsos poll that found 64 percent felt the system was “in crisis and at risk of failing.” Almost two thirds of those polled said they agreed U.S. democracy was more at risk than it had been a year earlier. Similarly, a national poll conducted for The Associated Press in December 2021 by the Harvard Kennedy School’s Institute of Politics found that a majority — 52 percent — of 18- to 29-year-olds considered the U.S. either “a democracy in trouble” or “a failed democracy.”

“I think a lot of Americans learned more about how their elections work because of what happened in 2020 and are more interested in this process now,” says Nate Gold, national editor of The Washington Post.

The Post’s democracy desk setup includes hiring two editors along with three reporters stationed in Georgia, Arizona, and the upper Midwest. The Post named Griff Witte, a two-decade veteran of the paper, as democracy editor in late April. Matt Brown, formerly of USA Today, began work as the Georgia-based reporter at the end of March. Peter Wallsten, a veteran national investigations editor, is overseeing the team.

Gold says the paper started development of the new desk before the Capitol insurrection.

“As I was mobilizing our coverage around voting in 2020, it became really clear that that would be an incredibly singular year for voting, just because of the pandemic,” she says. “We started putting together a pretty robust staffing plan to make sure that we had a very strong network of reporters who could cover developments in different states.”

Because The Post had those reporters in position, Gold says, they were prepared when “the story sort of changed midstream to being about the presence on a voting system in a pandemic to the pressures on an election system when a sitting president seeks to overturn the election results.”

The paper’s democracy desk will not be solely Washington-based. The reporters working on the ground in Arizona, Georgia, and the upper Midwest will be specifically charged with covering “how local and state officials navigate pressures on the administration of elections, while tracking legislative and legal battles over voting rules and access to the polls” and covering the stories of people and communities who have lost faith in the ability of their government to hold free and fair elections,” according to Gold and other top editors. The desk sits alongside The Post’s existing politics desk and its America team, which covers state-specific and regional issues. Democracy, and threats to it, Gold says, is “a story that goes way beyond politics. It’s actually a story about our relationship as citizens with our government.”

A late April story looked at Georgia’s Republican gubernatorial primary through the lens of how “unproven claims that fraud tainted the 2020 election” might affect voters’ attitudes about the current contest. Another piece reported out of Michigan plumbed GOP leaders’ concerns that “the spread of election conspiracies is alienating young voters and undermining trust of elections.” Both pieces examine the lingering legacy of the former president, who has continued to push his discredited story of having lost a “rigged” election to Joe Biden.

To that end, The Post and other outlets are hiring and reconfiguring staff and recalibrating or expanding coverage to focus on how to reach not only voters, but audiences with this reporting, but those outside that circle — including those who’ve cultivated a profound distrust of “mainstream” media, get their information from partisan outlets, or simply don’t have the time or inclination to focus on politics and politics-adjacent news. At The Post, Gold said, part of connecting with distrustful readers is explaining “how we do our work,” why it’s credible, the lengths we go to verify information: “Educating people about what goes into our reporting is part of helping deepen the trust that they can feel in the ultimate stories that we produce.” (The Post’s website lays out its policies on attribution and the use of anonymous sources, for example.)

KPPC takes this seriously — so much so, managing editor Marcano says, that their new democracy reporter job is specifically set up to work hand-in-hand with an engagement producer. Part of the producer’s job is to help the station understand what information the audience wants and the best ways to deliver it to the people who need it. In May, for example, KPPC launched an interactive “Meet Your Mayor” feature that helps the audience “match” itself with candidates that most align with their values. The feature is based on answers to audience-submitted questions, making the public the central focus of the feature before it was even published.

KPPC experimented with this back in 2015 with a unique series called Make AI Care, which centered on a Los Angeles County chef who had never voted in a local election to help the voter engage with the voter apathy. The project, which asked readers to share reasons why AI should vote, was an effort to address one of the top challenges newsrooms face in covering civics and democracy: The democratic system is existentially important, but in practice, it can be wonky and hard to cover in an engaging way. Data visualization and interactivity can also play a part, as with a Jan. 2021 New York Times feature that lets people gerrymander their own districts, essentially making a “day” — but important to the democratic system — into a sort of game. KPPC/LAist’s first major foray into the new democracy coverage is a “Voter Game Plan” project that includes a detailed FAQ on voting in L.A. County’s June primary, a way to ask questions...
about voting, several voter guides (some of which were produced by nonprofit partner newsmag CalMatters), give bystanders a reminder that voters can fill out, print, and take to the polls with them.

Defining the beat and then figuring out how to present it most compellingly is part of what makes for effective coverage. At an independent, nonprofit ProPublica, Editor-in-Chief Stephen Engelberg has given a lot of thought to how a democracy beat should work and what it should and should not be.

Engelberg cautions that “threats to democracy” don’t equate to “people whose opinions we don’t like [who] legitimately came into power.” As he puts it, if there are people all over the place running for school boards and they’re getting out the vote and getting elected and their views are sort of more extreme than mine,” this beat is not democracy.

However, “there are an awful lot of efforts that you can see in various state legislatures to adjust the electorate to favor one side or another, or to adjust the voting boundaries to favor one side or another,” he says. “I think those are very, very, very legitimate things to cover.”

In June 2021, ProPublica announced it hired Alexandra Berron to cover “risks to democracy.” She had just moved to The New York Times in a similar role; ProPublica announced in April 2022 that it had hired Andy Kroll, formerly of Rolling Stone and Mother Jones, for the same job.

In September, Berron and other ProPublica reporters teamed up to investigate how election-denying followed of former Trump adviser Steve Bannon had eroded trust in the media among those who don’t have access to the news; this is the evidence to the contrary” clause. However — as the Trump era brightly highlighted — the press will often need to go further, drawing a distinction between a possible verifiable fact and a calculated, self-declared falsehood.

To a degree, a reporter might technically fulfill his or her mission by presenting the audience with a “this is what the person said” statement augmented by a “but this is the evidence to the contrary” clause. However — as Donald Trump’s inauguration, Masha Gessen sounded an alarm in the The New York Review; saying he and Russia’s Vladimir Putin had track records of lying, “the assertion of fact” clause. However — as Donald Trump’s inaugural address, Gessen said, “time to raise the stakes” clause. However — as Donald Trump’s inaugural address, Gessen said, “time to raise the stakes” clause. However — as Donald Trump’s inaugural address, Gessen said, “time to raise the stakes” clause.

ProPublica reported. These new low-level officials have gone to work in their respective states to unseat Republicans thanks to efforts as the New York Times has reported. The New York Times has reported. The New York Times has reported. The New York Times has reported. The New York Times has reported. The New York Times has reported. But research, including by the Brookings Institution, has shown that diminished coverage of House races by local media is related to decreased participation in the civic process and less government accountability.

Separately, a report by the Pew Research Center found that a third of news outlets bring threats to democracy into sharper focus.

For example, while the 2021 midterm elections for Congress may be the big focus of some national (and local) media outlets, this year will also see contests for Congress. It’s possible that the media’s traditional role of giving impetus to a new wave of voter registration and participation to democracy increasingly and covering the politics surrounding it like a spectator sport instead of a snowballing national emergency. “That represents a terrifying failure of our profession.” What if, she wrote, “we covered a wave of election rigging from coast to coast with the same fervor as a bump in inflation or a show down in the Senate.”
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TO BRAND OR NOT TO BRAND

It takes time and effort, but name recognition gives journalists leverage in an industry that tends to reward a predominantly white, male few.

BY JULIA CRAVEN
ILLUSTRATION BY DAN ZEDEK
That reporters are arguing about branding speaks to the current precariouslyness of journalism. Traditional funders don’t adapt, and few institutions can afford to be independent of an institution and shows that a journalist who ends up leaving the Times because they weren’t there for her when she came under attack. “Lorenz told Vanity Fair that people at the Times didn’t understand it, and I ran with it, and I still do. I think it expanded my gravitas in the industry.”

Wilson buys the domain name and secures the attention and implied that her younger peer is a lesser journalist because of her willingness to brand. “This is exactly what you see in the split between Haberman and Lorenz,” says Molyneux. “You have an older journalist who has tenure, who has the unquestioned support of the institution, and a younger journalist who ends up leaving the Times because they weren’t there for her when she came under attack.”

Haberman unironically denied having one, despite having 1.7 million Twitter followers and a gig as a political analyst on CNN. (Journalism professor Elizabeth Spiers wrote a great breakdown of the ins-and-outs of the fight.)

One advantage of social media branding, according to Howell, is that journalists can spread the news further without the hindrance of a paywall. But repressing information that’s already been written requires extra labor, separate and distinct from the publishing process — even if it does help journalists establish autonomy while serving their communities.

A 2019 study on media branding practices found that journalists understand that building a brand is an opportunity to gain an extensive following, obtain name recognition, and network. But when it came to motivations for branding, there was a clear generational difference. Older, more experienced journalists were more willing to produce organizationally focused branding for their employers. In comparison, younger journalists were much more interested in focusing on their own brand, enlists Logan Molyneux. “You have an older journalist who has tenure, who has the unquestioned support of the institution, and a younger journalist who ends up leaving the Times because they weren’t there for her when she came under attack.” (Lorenz told Vanity Fair that people at The Times didn’t understand her beat or take it seriously, but at The Post, she hopes to “slow it up bigger.”)

“You can characterize this as ... like a ‘company man,’” adds Molyneux, acknowledging that the term, though fitting, is dated. There are “people who are very interested in just working for a company and being there, and then [there are] folks who are very interested in more of an entrepreneurial spirit either because they want to, or because they feel they have to.”

Of course, some well-established journalists see the value in branding. When the attention paid to digital media was ramping up around 2006, Benét Wilson, now a senior editor at The Points Guy, made an astute observation about where the industry was headed — and she realized that if she didn’t adapt, her job would be at risk. She traveled from Baltimore to attend trainings in New York and Orlando on WordPress, audio, blogging, and more. Along the way, Wilson organically developed a brand.

“I was not sitting there thinking, ‘Oh gosh, I need to become a brand,’” she says. “I was writing about the commercial aviation industry, and I’m a Black woman with natural hair and crazy glasses, who wears brightly colored clothes in an industry that is still white male-dominated. I couldn’t hide even if I wanted to.”

“I would go to events, and then one day somebody said, ‘You just walk in here like you’re the aviation queen.’ And I laughed and didn’t think anything of it,” Wilson continues. “And then ... people started calling me that, so I was like, well, I guess this is my brand.”

Wilson bought the domain name and secured the Twitter handle. “I adopted all of this stuff. I embraced it, as long as it worked, and I still do. I think it expanded my network,” she says. “It think it gave me authority and gravitas in the industry.”

Jay Rosen, a journalism professor at New York University and writer of the blog Press Think, encourages his students to follow Wilson’s lead. It’s crucial, he says, to carve out a space on the web — like a personal website or a Twitter account — that’s theirs independently of appearing in someone else’s publication.

What this shift means for our work depends on whom you ask. Molyneux comments that journalists who are overly concerned with their public image might make editorial decisions differently due to that pressure, which would be the equivalent of a newsroom tailoring coverage to commercial concerns. Rosen says that it closes the gap between journalists and their audiences — for better or worse. It can introduce reporters to new sources and story ideas in the best cases. In the worst cases, it can open journalists up to extensive harassment and threats of violence. Wilson confirmed that visibility gets her scoop and that some people can cross social boundaries during interactions.

Hoffman is refreshingly blunt: “The people who have been in power for a long time, if I were them, I would be shaking. So many journalists are seeing the value in not having to align ourselves with a publication. Or, if we do align ourselves with a publication, being really critical about that organization’s values.”

That’s another thing about acquiring autonomy. Younger journalists may feel more comfortable publicly holding media institutions accountable for shortcomings such as lacking pay transparency, union-busting, racism in the office, or a toxic work culture. “This makes the squamous and little personal branding from journalists of a certain age seem weird,” Haberman, for example, accused Loren of seeking attention and implied that her younger peer is a lesser journalist because of her willingness to brand.

But reporters who have a major publication promoting and supporting their work — and whose parents also happen to be among New York’s media elite — can afford to be skeptical. There are few options outside of building a recognizable brand for journalists who are just starting out, working as freelancers, or don’t have a high level of name recognition. “A lot of younger journalists understand that, and they don’t have this big reaction to self promotion because it’s just normal for them,” says Rosen.

And neither do a lot of journalists who belong to a historically marginalized group. Howell, Wilson, and Taylor R. Tyrer, a staff writer who covers sports at GQ Magazine, all say their brands sprouted spontaneously from their desire to be themselves in an industry that forces everyone, especially Black folks, to tailor their image.

“It’s a bit different when the brand comes via osmosis of what you’re doing,” says Tyrer. “I wouldn’t call anything I do a brand only because that’s how I walk around my everyday life.”

Perhaps this is why, despite the numerous upsides of branding, when it feels contrived — versus operating as a window to a journalist’s thought process — it can be distracting from our work. This is the other side of the paradox. Without a platform, many talented journalists won’t be allowed to tell stories using their authentic lens. But suppose the push to brand is driven solely by the desire to remain relevant in an industry that promotes job security to a select, predominantly white, male few. In that case, valuable perspectives can be trumped by the need to survive.

It’s a dilemma that, when deciding on the pricacy of followers, platforms, or brands, rarely allows the journalist to come first.
Barry Sussman, Former Nieman Watchdog Editor, Dies at Age 87

A longtime Washington Post editor, Sussman led the paper’s award-winning Watergate coverage

The Washington Post team that won Pulitzer’s Public Service award for coverage of the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol.

2010 Beth Macy’s television adaptation of her book “Dopebook” won a Peabody Award “for its unflinching and humane portrayal of the United States’ struggle with opioid addiction, tracing its roots and its effects in tandem.”


2012 Raquel Rutledge and her colleagues at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel were selected as finalists for the Pulitzer’s Public Service award for “Wires and Fires,” a series which exposed a rash of electrical fires in the city’s rental properties and a widespread lack of accountability.

2014 Haist Shah is the new senior staff editor in The New York Times’ London newsroom. He most recently served as a news editor at Quartz.

2015 Gabe Bullard, has joined “Here and Now” as managing producer. He most recently worked as deputy news director for audio at WMJU 88.3 in Washington, D.C.

Farnaz Fashibi is now the United Nations bureau chief at The New York Times, and will continue to help cover Iran.

Jason Grocco, a senior reporter for projects and investigations at Bloomberg News, and several of his colleagues have won the Deadline Club’s 2022 Most Outstanding Award for their work on “The Inequality Tax,” which examined New York City’s complex property tax system and how it rampages against racism.

2016 Paul McNally, co-founder and CEO of the podcast company Volume, has started “All8bit Investigations,” an investigative unit, podcast, and training center that focuses on assassination reporting in Africa. Through its Ali8 Institute, the new nonprofit mentors and finds journalists across the continent to produce assassination reporting in a safe and secure way.

Wouno Wou is now executive editor of the radio news program “The Takeaway,” co-produced by Public Radio International and WNYC. Wou previously served as executive producer Wired and as a producer for “NBC Nightly News,” ABC’s “World News Tonight,” and “Nightline.”

Wendy C. Thomas, founder editing and publisher of MLK50: Justice Through Journalism, has been selected for the 2022 Freedom of the Press Local Champion Award, presented by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.

2018 Lisa Lerer was part of a team at The New York Times chosen as a finalist for the Breaking News Pulitzer for its “aggressive and revelatory reporting about the attack on Washington on January 6, 2021, delivered as the events were unfolding and afterwards.”

Sipho Kings editorial director at the weekly African newspaper The Continent, has joined the advisory board of the Oxford Climate Journalism Network (OCJN).


Fabiano Maisonnave has joined The Associated Press as part of the climate team to cover the Amazon rainforest. He previously wrote about Indigenous rights, illegal mining, and other environmental crimes in the Amazon basin as a senior reporter for Folha de S.Paulo, Brazil’s biggest paper.

2019 John D. Sutter and his colleagues at CNN won second place for a documentary series in the NPPA Best of Photojournalism contest. The team’s series explores how climate change impacts our daily lives.

2020 Wendy Lu has joined The New York Times as a senior staff editor on the Flexible Editing desk. She previously was a staff editor and producer at HuffPost reporting on the intersection of disability, politics, and culture.

Rob Chany has been named managing editor of the Missoulian in Missoula, Montana. After joining the paper as a staff reporter in 1997, he covered local government, business, law enforcement, and public education before becoming the science and outdoors writer.

Jasmine Brown, a senior producer in television and culture unit at “ABC World News Tonight with David Muir,” has been selected as a 2022 Maynard 200 Fellow by the Robert C. Maynard Institute for Journalism Education.

2021 S. Mitra Kalita, curator of the Epicenter-NYC newsletter and co-founder of URL Media, has won the News Leaders Association’s 2022 News Leader of the Year Award.

Anjali Saxty Krchkech is joining LAist Studios, part of Southern California Public Radio, as a senior producer, overseeing the WILD and Stoodle podcast teams and creating a new podcast. She was previously an audio producer for the NPR podcast “It’s Been a Minute with Sam Sanders.”

Scott Dance has spent the past nine months working on his radio documentary series “Climate Change: Ready or Not.” He covered responses to storms, flooding and heat, and the ways communities are preparing for extreme weather.
Meet the 2023 Nieman Fellows

Pahim Abed, a former local reporter for The New York Times in Kabul, Afghanistan, who was evacuated from the country after the Taliban takeover in 2021, will study migration and American history with a focus on Asian migrants to the U.S. and the integration challenges they face.

Adeefi Akinsanya, an international correspondent and anchor at Arise News in Lagos, Nigeria, will study how deteriorating media freedom in her country is connected to the #EndSARS protests against police brutality. She will also work on building a news management platform to expand journalism jobs and help reporters tell stories of the marginalized.

Dorutm Akintoye, a staff writer at ESPN, will research the weaponization of terror and the relationship between political violence and sports, examining such events as the 1972 Munich Olympics, the 1996 Atlanta Games, the 2008 Sri Lankan Marathon, and the 2013 Boston Marathon.

Sheikh Saibha Alam, a senior reporter who covers crime and other stories for the daily Prothom Alo newspaper in Bangladesh, will study human rights atrocities and forced migration.

Amanda Becker, Washington correspondent for a nonprofit newsroom reporting on gender, politics, and policy, will study the news habits of women to understand gender differences and study susceptibility to misinformation and participation in antidemocratic movements.

Deborah Berry, a national correspondent for USA Today covering civil rights, voting rights, and politics, will study the pivotal role African American women have played in local and national politics from the civil rights movement to the Black Lives Matter movement, with a focus on voter registration and the pursuit of elected office.

Olga Churakova, a Moscow-based independent journalist and host of the podcast “Hi, You’re a Foreign Agent,” will study the predication of individual coverage maligned as foreign agents or public enemies by governments attempting to restrict their funding, reporting, and impact.

Ashish Dikshit, editor of BBC News in New Delhi, will study methods for effectively diversifying newsrooms in the country to be more inclusive of caste, religion, gender and sexuality, as well as ways to enhance coverage of underprivileged communities.

Pinar Ersoy, editorial lead for BBC Monitoring’s team in Istanbul, will examine successful newsroom innovation and transformation to identify solutions that can enhance quality journalism globally.

Darryl Pears, a staff writer who covers climate and environmental justice for The Washington Post, will study urban planning and public health to determine how historic federal and local zoning of industrial pollution sites intersects with poor health outcomes in communities of color.

Danny Fenster, editor-at-large for Frontier Myanmar, an investigative news magazine, will study how journalists in exile are using emerging digital tools to continue reporting on repressive regimes, as well as the impact of Western foreign policy responses to these governments on foreign reporters’ ability to continue working. Fenster was imprisoned by Myanmar’s junta for nearly six months in 2021 for his reporting on military-linked businesses.

Elisabeth Goodridge, the deputy travel editor for The New York Times, will reimagine travel writing and reporting that is responsive to the environmental and societal effects of travel on the warming planet.

Alicia Hagan, a former Nieman Visiting Fellow, will work on developing a large-scale training program for journalists that emphasizes professional newsroom culture and inclusion.

Romy Neumark, creator and host of the daily television program “Night News” and host of a radio program at KCRW, the Public Broadcasting Corporation, will work on developing a large-scale training program for journalists that emphasizes professional newsroom culture and inclusion.

Ruth Tam, co-host of the podcast “Dish City” and a digital editor at WAMU in Washington, D.C., will study how personal identity shapes journalism and research the rise of first-person writing, personal branding, and audience interest in the background of those who deliver the news.

Jorge Valencia, the Mexico City-based Latin America correspondent for The World, will study how different portrayals of migrants, with a focus on how news organizations can better represent them.

Elisabeth Goodridge, the deputy travel editor for The New York Times, will reimagine travel writing and reporting that is responsive to the environmental and societal effects of travel on the warming planet.

Alicia Hagan, a former Nieman Visiting Fellow, will work on developing a large-scale training program for journalists that emphasizes professional newsroom culture and inclusion.

Romy Neumark, creator and host of the daily television program “Night News” and host of a radio program at KCRW, the Public Broadcasting Corporation, will work on developing a large-scale training program for journalists that emphasizes professional newsroom culture and inclusion.

Ruth Tam, co-host of the podcast “Dish City” and a digital editor at WAMU in Washington, D.C., will study how personal identity shapes journalism and research the rise of first-person writing, personal branding, and audience interest in the background of those who deliver the news.

Jorge Valencia, the Mexico City-based Latin America correspondent for The World, will study how different portrayals of migrants, with a focus on how news organizations can better represent them.

Rebecca Richman Cohen will spend the next three months as a Nieman Visiting Fellow. A documentary filmmaker, founder of Racing Horse Productions, and law school lecturer at Harvard Law School, she will look at the crisis of mass incarceration from various social science perspectives.
When I was a little kid, there was a game I used to play for hours and hours. To my parents and siblings, it looked like I was wandering around our front yard in Maine, muttering to myself, but I was actually building an elaborate fantasy world in my head. A drainage ditch by the side of the road was a river, a cradle of an ancient civilization. An old well covering was a city under siege. Then, all the sudden, I’d sprint inside and use a cradle of an ancient civilization as a map. I imagined. I drew hundreds of these maps. My favorite book had maps on the very first page: “The Phantom Tollbooth,” “Swallows and Amazons,” “The Voyage of the Dawn Treader.” I’d spend car trips in the backseat flipping through our road guidebook, and it’d eat over my topographic maps. Like many other journalists, I came into our industry sideways. In college, I learned how to make slavey maps using software called GIS, and my first job out of school was in urban planning. On my first day, my boss handed me a stack of maps and charts. This ended up landing me my first job in journalism, at the site Deadspin.

During those years at Deadspin, I was a sponge. I learned how to report, how to write, how to come up with story ideas, how to be a better designer. (My color choices were often horrible.) I saw the work that outlets like The New York Times were making — projects like “Snow Fall” and I started teaching myself how to code.

Then suddenly, I had my first hit. I looked through public salary databases and found that the highest-paid employee in most states was the head football or basketball coach at the largest public university. I put these findings on a map — what else? — and it took the internet by storm. I felt like I’d really done something, and I knew I was going to stick with journalism. After Deadspin, I jumped to FiveThirtyEight, and eventually to The Washington Post, where I became an editor on the graphics desk. I was still learning, but during the past few years, I felt the joy I got from my job begin to slip away. The news became all emergencies, all the time. I started to have a mantra that if I could just get through today, tomorrow would be less intense. Which turned into “if I can just get through this week,” then “if I can just get through this month,” and finally “if I can just get through this year.”

By the time we were deep into Covid-19, I was burnt out. I started to have trouble reading the news. I had to look at paragraphs over and over before I could absorb them, and I became especially hard for me to dig into the visual stories — the sort of work that I edited and had brought me into journalism in the first place.

In all of 2020, there was only one idea that really cut through my burnout. The Washington Post has a section called KidsPost. I pitched them on a project to compile photos of newspapers that children were making at home during Covid and build a fancy website for them. We did it, and the headlines popped off the page. “Hard work for juicy berries,” reported The Daily Excitement Worldwide, in bright green colored pencil. “Does your favorite chocolate have slavery?” asked the MG Tattler, in a font size usually reserved for the start of world wars.

This project did not take the internet by storm. But I loved it, because within those newspapers, I recognized the joy I felt when I was just a kid running around my yard. And I recognized the excitement I felt when I was just becoming a journalist and learning something new every day. During my Nieman year, I sought out people and projects that would let me recapture this excitement and joy. I learned how to build electronics from scratch. I made some weird digital art with the webcam. I love making stuff, and I’m very lucky because I get to do it for work.

Perhaps the only thing less entertaining than watching someone write a cartoon idea is a cartoonist describing that process to you. It’s not pretty. Much of the time is spent drinking coffee. The rest is spent motionlessly staring at a blank piece of paper, zombie-like, hoping some small bit of truth eventually finds its way to the end of my pen. In my head, I free associate about world events, cultural shifts, and human foibles until an idea forms that is personal enough to reveal a little about the artist but universal enough to connect to the readers. To me, the process feels a bit like seeing a psychiatrist who uses nitrous oxide. It’s uncomfortable and exposing at times, but you often come out smiling in the end.

One of my goals as a cartoonist is to write an ‘evergreen’— a cartoon that creates its own little world that will resonate with readers years after it was published. As a political cartoonist, I also try to add an extra layer if possible, writing a cartoon that addresses a topical news event while remaining ‘evergreen.’ If successful, it can be enjoyed as a present-day commentary on a specific event and, in years to come, be appreciated in a different way, without that context, as humorous cartoon unto itself.

With the worst of the pandemic behind us, it was time to begin to emerge socially. Desperate to see our friends and family or just feel ‘normal’ again, many of us took small steps and ventured back out into the world. A walk in the park. An extra trip to the store. A distance drink with friends in the frigid, winter air. The exposure felt dangerous, and we knew it could possibly be life-threatening, even with all of the vaccinated, masked, distanced precautions we took. But we knew it was time. Like those fish, we held our breath and, even for a moment, it was worth it to just get away.”
"PUBLIC OFFICE HAS BECOME A CONDUIT FOR PRIVATE GAIN"
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